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ABSTRACT

Asymmetric jets are becoming more prevalent and may offer significant advantages over traditional

axisymmetric nozzles for propulsion as well as fluidic mixing applications, however, a comprehensive

database is still needed. The purpose of this work is two fold: 1) to investigate the effect nozzle

exit geometry has on jet development and far field radiated noise of M = 0.9 jets and 2) to study

the effect various levels of screech tone self excitation has on jet evolution and the production

of streamwise vorticity. Three converging nozzles of various exit geometry (rectangular, elliptic,

and round) were utilized to perform the first study, while a supersonic rectangular nozzle was

employed to complete the second. Both rectangular nozzles in this work had an aspect ratio of

4:1, while the elliptic nozzle had an aspect ratio of 2.5:1. To study the flow field features, two

dimensional streamwise particle image velocimetry (PIV) as well as three component PIV at select

cross planes was performed. Far field acoustic measurements were acquired for the converging

nozzles to determine the differences exhibited in the radiated exhaust noise from the major and

minor axes of the asymmetric jets compared to the round jet.

In comparing the effect exit geometry has on the development of aM = 0.9 jet, it was determined

that the shear layers in the major and minor axes developed at similar rates, however, the jet half

width in the minor axis exhibited a larger growth rate than the major axis. It was also determined

that neither of the asymmetric sonic jets exhibited the axis-switching phenomenon within the

measurement domain. Significant streamwise vorticity is noted on the low speed side of the shear

layer for the asymmetric jets in the corner regions and areas of small curvature. Moreover, this

streamwise vorticity was observed to significantly effect the jet half width in the major axis of the

elliptic jet. Acoustic results reveal that there is a strong dependence on frequency range concerning

the amount of energy propagated to the far field for each different jet and axis. At low frequencies,

the round jet is louder than both axes of the asymmetric jets at polar angles larger than 110◦.

As the investigated range of frequencies is increased, the primary direction of propagation of noise

shifts towards sideline angles for all jets and axes. At the highest range of frequencies investigated,

the minor axis of the asymmetric jets produced more noise compared to the equivalent round jet

while considerably less noise is produced at polar angles of about 120◦ − 130◦ in the major axis

direction. Overall sound pressure levels (OASPL) show that the OASPL from the rectangular jet in

the plane containing the major axis is lower than the equivalent round jet for aft quadrant angles;

the main contributor to the overall reduction is from the highest frequency components.

xii



In order to determine the impact screech tone amplitude has on jet development, flow field

characteristics of a moderate aspect ratio supersonic rectangular jet were examined at two over-

expanded, a perfectly expanded, and an underexpanded jet conditions. The underexpanded and

one overexpanded operating condition were of maximum screech, while the second overexpanded

condition was of minimum screech intensity. The results show that streamwise vortices present at

the nozzle corners along with vortices excited by screech tones play a major role in the jet evolution.

The location of streamwise vortex amplification in cases of screech is strongly tied to the down-

stream shock cell number and the traditional source of the screech tone. All cases except for the

perfectly expanded operating condition exhibited axis switching at streamwise locations ranging

from 11 to 16 nozzle heights, h, downstream of the exit. The overexpanded condition of maximum

screech showed the most upstream switch over, while the underexpanded case showed the farthest

downstream. Both of the maximum screeching cases developed into a diamond cross sectional pro-

file far downstream of the exit, while the ideally expanded case maintained a rectangular shape.

The overexpanded minimum screeching case eventually decayed into an oblong profile.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Literature Survey

Axisymmetric jets have been thoroughly investigated by many researchers and a considerable

amount of experimental and computational data on the flow field and noise characteristics is avail-

able in the literature. On the other hand, a relatively few experimental studies have been carried

out on non-axisymmetric jets, particularly jets of moderate aspect ratios at high subsonic (Mach

0.9) and supersonic speeds. Studies on this class of nozzles have focused on their enhanced mixing

rates for reduction in jet noise. The enhanced mixing of this class of nozzles also has the potential to

produce reduced infrared signatures and may increase the stealth capabilities of future generation

tactical aircraft. Furthermore, asymmetric nozzles, especially rectangular, may provide much more

convenient implementation of thrust vector control on future generation tactical aircraft.

A few notable studies performed on asymmetric jets were conducted decades ago (Husain and

Hussain, 1993; Sforza et al., 1966; Ho and Gutmark, 1987; Krothapalli et al., 1981; Zaman, 1996;

Stromberg et al., 1980). Now, much more detailed experimental data can be acquired using tech-

niques such particle image velocimetry. Jets issuing from asymmetric nozzles were found to exhibit

three distinct regions of centerline velocity. The first region is the potential core, in which the

centerline velocity is nearly constant. This is followed by a region in which velocity profile self-

similarity is noted in the minor axis, known as the characteristic decay (CD) region. The final

region is the ‘axisymmetric’ decay (AD) region in which the velocity decay is inversely proportional

to the axial downstream distance and velocity profile similarity is seen in the major axis velocity

profiles. It was noted by Krothapalli et al. (1981) that the onset of the CD region corresponds to

the point at which the shear layers separated by the small dimension of the nozzle meet, whereas

the ‘axisymmetric’ region originates from the point where the shear layers separated by the major

nozzle dimension meet. Sforza et al. (1966) observed that the point at which the jet begins to show

‘axisymmetric’ decay corresponds to a point at which the minor axis of the jet becomes larger than

the original major axis. This process, referred to as axis switching, is seen commonly in low sub-

sonic and shock containing asymmetric jets but absent for moderate subsonic Mach number jets.

A schematic illustrating this phenomenon can be seen in Fig. 1.1. With large aspect ratio, low

1



Figure 1.1: Schematic showing the phenomenon of axis switching and extent of the three
centerline velocity regions with respect to major and minor axis shear layer merging; the
potential core, characteristic decay (CD), and ‘axisymmetric decay’ (AD) regions. Figure
from Krothapalli et al. (1981).

subsonic, slot jets (AR = 16.7), Krothapalli et al. (1981) found the point of axis switching to vary

linearly with the aspect ratio of the nozzle (xc/h ≈ 4AR, where xc is streamwise distance of cross

over and h is the small dimension of the nozzle). For subsonic elliptic jets, Husain and Hussain

(1993) described the relation between the azimuthal vortex structures, ‘rolls’, undergoing deforma-

tion to form ‘ribs’ (streamwise vortex structures) through comparisons between experiments and

direct numerical simulations. It was found that differential motion due to non-uniform azimuthal

curvature resulted in the formation of these streamwise ribs, even without longitudinal forcing.

These structures lead to enhanced mixing and mass entrainment when compared to circular jets. A

similar observation was noted by Zaman (1996) with subsonic rectangular jets, although the focus

here was direct production of streamwise structures rather than understanding the transition of

azimuthal vortex rings into the ribs.

The main mechanism responsible for the increased mixing of asymmetric jets is known to be

the presence of stationary (in the time averaged sense) streamwise vortices (Zaman, 1996; Alkislar

et al., 2003; Tillman et al., 1991; Samimy et al., 1998; Kim and Samimy, 1999; Husain and Hussain,

1993). The vortices can manifest themselves in the jet column from a number of different sources.

Secondary flow within the nozzle in the corner regions can create streamwise vortex structures,

although their orientation is typically in an ‘outflow’ sense (serving to eject fluid from the jet core
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into the ambient) (Zaman, 1996). Taylor Görtler instabilities are also suggested to be a source

of these streamwise structures (Zaman, 1996; Alkislar et al., 2003). In the curved shear layer of

highly underexpanded jets, fluid is subject to centripetal forces causing the production of counter

rotating streamwise vortex pairs. Krothapalli et al. (1998) briefly investigated the role of nozzle

imperfections and curved shear layers on the production of streamwise structures. It was determined

that curvature of shear layer is not essential to the production of streamwise structures, but the

presence of this curvature may increase the spatial amplification. The asymmetric geometry of the

nozzle may also cause the production of streamwise structures through a reorientation of azimuthal

vorticity as described by Husain and Hussain (1993).

Many control techniques (active and passive) have also been investigated to reinforce or produce

these streamwise vortex structures. Passive techniques such as tabs, chevrons, and protruding

inserts, have been used by Ahuja and Brown (1989), Zaman (1996), Arokkiaswamy et al. (2013), and

others to produce strong streamwise vortices. Active techniques have included acoustic excitation,

steady and pulsed fluidic injection, and plasma actuation. These techniques have been used by

many to impact the jet development with the overall goal to reduce far field radiated noise, with

mild successes. Active flow control has provided some novel insights into the noise producing

mechanisms of free and impinging jets (Husain and Hussain, 1993; Zaman, 1996; Arakeri et al.,

2003; Alkislar et al., 2007; Alvi et al., 2008; Kumar et al., 2009). These control techniques have

provided better results for tonal noise, and about 2-3 dB of reduction of broadband levels. Husain

and Hussain (1993); Zaman (1996) used acoustic excitation to excite jets at their preferred mode,

and found this type of actuation to produce effects similar to jets subjected to self excitation by

screech feedback, as described in the following paragraph.

For jets operating in the supersonic regime, a majority of the studies have been carried out with

converging nozzles operating at underexpanded jet conditions. At highly underexpanded conditions,

the jet experiences a strong self excitation known as ‘screech’ which was originally described by

Powell (1953). This process is characterized by incipient instabilities in the shear layer near the

nozzle exit growing as they convect downstream, and interacting with shock cell boundaries. This

interaction creates a strong acoustic wave (typically originating from the end of the third shock cell)

that propagates upstream in the ambient medium and re-excites the shear layer, thus completing

the feedback loop (Powell, 1953). The frequency of ‘screech’ can be predicted and many models

since Powell’s pioneering work have been put forth. These models depend on the shock cell spacing

and the convective velocity of the coherent structures (Powell, 1953; Tam, 1988; Morris et al.,
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1989). Tam’s model focused on shock cell structure and screech tone prediction from rectangular

and elliptic jets (Tam, 1988). Screech is known to cause the excitation of strong streamwise vortices

which are responsible for the dramatic axis switching in the supersonic regime (Alkislar et al., 2003).

These pairs develop after the third shock cell and are initially positioned as pairs on the high and

low speed side of the planar shear layer. In cases of minimum screech, the tone may not excite

streamwise vortex structures that are strong enough to produce a dramatic axis switching. The jet

may appear axisymmetric far downstream instead of the characteristic diamond profile found by

many researchers for strongly excited cases.

A considerable amount of studies have been carried out to investigate the instability modes

present in non-axisymmetric jets. For rectangular jets, the mode excited is almost always the

‘flapping’ (antisymmetric or sinuous) for pressure ratios above the critical pressure (Shih et al.,

1992; Raman and Rice, 1994). However, some researchers have observed that rectangular jets can

also support a symmetric mode; typically in the range of M = 0.6− 0.85 (Shih et al., 1992; Raman

and Rice, 1994; Gutmark et al., 1990; Krothapalli et al., 1986). Shih et al. (1992) found that there

was a rapid exchange of dominance of a symmetric mode to combination of both anti-symmetric

and symmetric modes around M = 0.9, with the antisymmetric mode being more dominant. This

was determined with microphones placed on either side of the shear layer and a phase difference

of 100◦ was discovered. However, no far field acoustic measurements were made to determine the

impact of the preferential mode on the far field radiated noise. Unsurprisingly, if a jet primarily

exhibits an anti-symmetric mode dominance, radiated noise will strongly depend on the orientation

of the observer/microphone to the jet. It has been observed on M = 0.82 jets that both axes exhibit

similar acoustics characteristics (Tam and Zaman, 2000). However these jets may be operating with

a stronger symmetric mode than flapping mode according to observation made in Shih et al. (1992).

1.2 Present Study

The overall objective of this study is two fold: 1) To investigate the effect nozzle exit geometry

has on jet development and far field acoustics and 2) To investigate the role screech tone intensity

has on jet development of a supersonic rectangular jet. Each of these objectives will comprise a

section of the Results and Discussions section within this paper.

For the first part of the study, three equal exit area converging nozzles (rectangular, elliptic, and

round) were tested at Mach 0.9 and isothermal conditions. Here, isothermal is defined using the

stagnation jet temperature and ambient temperature. Measurements made include time averaged
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Figure 1.2: Screech tone amplitude as a function of fully expanded jet Mach number, Mj .
Figure reproduced with data from Alkislar (2001).

two-dimensional streamwise particle image velocimetry (PIV), stereoscopic PIV (SPIV) at a few

select cross-planes, and far field acoustic measurements in both jet axes. Streamwise velocity fields

were obtained up to 12 equivalent diameters, Deq, in both axial views of the jet, where Deq is

the diameter of a hypothetical circle that produces the same exit area. Stereoscopic velocity fields

were obtained at 5 select cross planes to investigate the streamwise vortex structures in each jet.

Acoustics measurements were made for all three jets and both axial orientations of the asymmetric

jets with nine microphones placed within an anechoic chamber at 100Deq from the jet exit. These

microphones were placed from 70◦ − 150◦ from the jet inlet axis in 10◦ increments. From the

acoustic measurements, spectral content, overall sound pressure level, and Strouhal band sound

pressure levels will be presented.

The second work presented in this document focuses on the effect of screech tone self excitation

on the development of a Md = 1.44, supersonic rectangular jet (same nozzle as used in Alkislar et al.

(2003)). Supersonic jets, operating at off design conditions, can exhibit a self sustained acoustic

feedback loop, known as ‘screech’, and was described above. The intensity of this ‘screech’ tone

has a dramatic effect on the jet spreading and is investigated within. Four operating conditions

are selected corresponding to a no screech condition, a minimum overexpanded screech condition,

a maximum overexpanded screech condition, and a maximum underexpanded screech condition.

The description of ‘minimum screeching’ is used to describe this case because the screech tone
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amplitude at this condition is marginally higher than the broadband noise as shown by Alkislar

(2001). Alkislar (2001) recorded the screech tone amplitude with varying fully expanded jet Mach

number, Mj , and the data fit well with two second order curves; one for each of the imperfectly

expanded regions. The result of this can be seen in Fig. 1.2. It was from this result that the

maximum and minimum screech cases were selected and can be seen as open circles in the figure.

Jet spreading characteristics are investigated with streamwise PIV and SPIV. In order to help

bridge the substantial gap that exists in the understanding of jet development from a moderate

aspect ratio rectangular nozzle, a detailed characterization of the flow field issuing from a 4:1

converging-diverging rectangular nozzle is performed.

The focus of the current study is to provide a wider knowledge database of fundamental physics

of non-axisymmetric turbulent jets so that they may be more efficiently implemented in future

aircraft. This is accomplished through the investigation of jet spreading, streamwise velocity decay,

and the role of coherent streamwise vortices at each of the jet operating conditions.
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CHAPTER 2

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND MEASUREMENTS

2.1 Test Facilities

Flow visualization experiments were conducted at the Florida Center for Advanced Aero-

Propulsion (FCAAP) in the Short Take Off/Vertical Landing Facility (STOVL) at the Florida

State University (FSU), a schematic of which can be seen in Fig. 2.1. The jet is exhausted parallel

to the floor and the impingement plane was removed to create a free jet environment for this body

of work. The room housing the jet facility (5.5m x 7.3m x 9m) is not anechoic, but sufficiently large

to allow for proper entrainment and jet development. The facility is connected to a 110 m3 high

pressure storage tanks that store compressed air at 3450 kPa. The high pressure air is regulated

to the desired stagnation pressure with a Leslie control valve and can be heated with an inline 192

kW electric heater. The air flows into a cylindrical stagnation chamber, upstream of the nozzle,

where pressure and temperature are measured. The flow is then routed through a honeycomb flow

straighter and flow conditioning wire meshes. The facility is capable of reaching Mach 2.2 and a

stagnation temperature of 750K.

Acoustic far-field measurements were made in the High-Temperature Jet Facility (Hot Jet)

in the same lab (part of which is shown in Fig. 2.2). This facility is a blow down type facility

with an in-line Sudden Expansion (SUE) ethylene pipe burner. This facility is capable of reaching

stagnation temperatures up to 1500K and Mach numbers up to 2.6. The jet exhausts into a fully

anechoic chamber (5m x 5.7m x 4.3m) with a cut off frequency of 250 Hz.

2.2 Nozzle Geometries

For the study comparing nozzle exit geometry with respect to jet development and acoustic

signature, the three nozzles used are converging in nature and have rectangular, elliptic, and round

exit geometry. All nozzles have an equivalent diameter, Deq, of 2.54 cm and begin contraction from

a 5.72 cm inner diameter pipe. The equivalent diameter for the asymmetric nozzles, is defined

as the diameter of a hypothetical circular that produces the same exit area as the nozzle. The

overall length of the round and elliptic nozzles is 11.9 cm, while the rectangular is 11.4 cm. The

rectangular and elliptic nozzles are manufactured using Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM)
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of the Short Takeoff/Vertical Landing facility at the Florida Center
for Advanced Aero-Propulsion with impinging plane removed.

which provides a smooth transition from the circular pipe to the respective exit geometry. Each

nozzle’s lip thickness was 0.75 mm. The contraction of each nozzle (in both axes for asymmetric

nozzles) was designed using a 5th order polynomial for parallel inlet and exit flow. Images of each

nozzle’s exit geometry and the coordinate system for this study can be seen in Fig. 2.3.

The study on the effect screech tone has on the development of a supersonic rectangular jet was

conducted with a converging-diverging rectangular nozzle with an aspect ratio of 4:1 and a design

Mach number, Md, of 1.44. The minor axis of the nozzle, h, is 10 mm, while the major axis, w,

is 40 mm as seen in Fig 2.5. The convergent section of the nozzle is designed using a 5th order

polynomial in both axes, while the divergent section of the minor axis is designed using the method

of characteristics (MOC). The major axis is kept straight beyond the throat where the walls are a

constant 20 mm from the centerline. Schematics of the nozzle profiles can be seen in Fig. 2.4.

The coordinate system used for both studies is oriented such that the x-axis is oriented in the

streamwise direction, perpendicular to the nozzle exit plane. The y-axis is oriented along the minor

axis of the asymetric jets, and the z-axis is along the major axis as seen in Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.5.
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Figure 2.2: Picture of the anechoic chamber of the Hot Jet Facility at the Florida Center for
Advanced Aero-Propulsion. The microphone array consisted of nine microphones ranging
from a polar angle of 70◦- 150◦ placed in a circular arc centered about the nozzle exit.

Table 2.1: Summary of test conditions to investigate the effect nozzle geometry has on jet
development and far field acoustics

Nozzle Mj Measurement Measurement Location

Round, Rectangular, Elliptic 0.9 Streamwise PIV x/Deq = 0− 12
Cross Plane PIV x/Deq = 1, 2, 3, 5, 8

Far Field Acoustics θ = 70◦ − 150◦

2.3 Test Conditions

For the first study presented, three different nozzles geometries were examined at a nozzle

pressure ratio of 1.69 and a temperature ratio of 1.0. Nozzle pressure ratio, NPR, is defined as the

ratio of the stagnation pressure to the ambient pressure. The temperature ratio, TR, is defined as

the ratio of the jet stagnation temperature to the ambient temperature. This NPR corresponds to

a Mach number of 0.9. Planar velocity field measurements were taken along the nozzle major and

minor axes from the nozzle exit to 12Deq. Stereoscopic PIV data was taken at cross planes located

at x/Deq = 1, 2, 3, 5, and 8. Far field acoustic measurements were also performed with an array

of 9 microphones placed at 100 Deq from the nozzle exit. The polar angle, θ, of these microphones

ranged from 70◦ to 150◦. An image of the microphone testing setup in the anechoic chamber can

be seen in Fig. 2.2. A summary of the test conditions is presented in Table 2.1.

For the supersonic rectangular jet experiments presented, four nozzle pressure ratios were exam-

ined at a temperature ratio of 1.0. The four NPR tested were 2.42, 2.72, 3.37, and 4.86 correspond-

ing to overexpanded minimum screeching, overexpanded maximum screeching, ideally expanded,

and underexpanded conditions, respectively, as discovered by Alkislar (2001). These cases corre-
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Figure 2.3: Image of nozzle exit geometry (left to right - round, elliptic, and rectangular)
All nozzles have an equivalent diameter of 2.54 cm. The elliptic has an aspect ratio of
2.5:1, while the rectangular nozzle has an aspect ratio of 4:1. The common coordinate
system for this study is overlaid on the elliptic nozzle exit plane. The x axis is oriented in
the streamwise direction, y in the minor axis direction, and z in the major axis direction.

a) b)

Figure 2.4: Schematic of the a) minor axis and b) major axis profiles of the supersonic
rectangular nozzle used in this study.

spond to fully expanded jet Mach numbers, Mj , of 1.20, 1.29, 1.44, and 1.69, respectively. Although

the underexpanded case, Mj = 1.69 is a condition of maximum screech, the description of ‘screech-

ing’ will be mostly left out because it is the only underexpanded operating condition investigated.

Planar velocity field measurements were taken along the nozzle’s major and minor axes from the

nozzle exit to 30h. Stereoscopic PIV data was taken at cross planes located at x/h = 2, 6, 12, 16,

and 25. A summary of the test conditions is presented in Table 2.2.

2.4 Velocity Field Measurements

Planar PIV measurements were conducted along the major and minor axes from the nozzle exit

to 12Deq downstream for the sonic nozzles, and 30h for the supersonic rectangular nozzle. The
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h = 10 mm 

Figure 2.5: A schematic of the nozzle exit dimensions and coordinate system orientation
used for the supersonic rectangular jet study.

Table 2.2: Summary of test conditions for the rectangular supersonic jet to investigate
the effect of screech level intensity on jet development

Nozzle Mj Measurement Measurement Location

Supersonic Rectangular 1.20, 1.29, 1.44, 1.69 Streamwise PIV x/h = 0− 30
1.20, 1.29, 1.44, 1.69 Cross Plane PIV x/h = 2, 6, 12, 16, 25

Nozzle

Laser Sheet

Nozzle

Scheimpflug Lens Condition

75 deg

x/Deq = 1
2
3

5

8

a) b)

Camera Postition 1

Camera Position 2

x/Deq = 0

x/Deq = 5.56

x/Deq = 6.64

x/Deq = 13.3

SPIV Measurement Planes

Figure 2.6: Schematic of a top view of a) streamwise PIV setup and b) Stereoscopic PIV
setup for the study concerning nozzle exit geometry.
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Camera Postition 1
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x/h = 0

x/h = 15.80

x/h = 11.72

x/h = 30.72

SPIV Measurement Planes

Figure 2.7: Schematic of a top view of a) streamwise PIV setup and b) Stereoscopic PIV
setup for the study concerning the supersonic rectangular jet and screech level.

flow field was illuminated using a double pulsed Nd:YAG Evergreen HP 380 mJ laser. The beam

was processed through a combination of spherical and cylindrical lenses to produce a light sheet

thickness of approximately 1.5 mm. The main jet was seeded with glycol droplets produced by a

Laskin nozzle seeder and had a diameter of approximately 0.5 µm. The ambient environment was

seeded with a Rosco 1600 fog generator with smoke particle diameters of ∼2 µm. The raw images

were acquired and processed using LaVision DaVis 8.2 software. For each case, a total of 1000

image pairs were recorded with a 4 Megapixel Imager ProX CCD camera (2048 x 2048). The image

acquisition rate was 7.26 Hz with a pulse separation to allow for roughly 12 pixel displacement

along the centerline for each case. The image pairs were processed using a multi-pass algorithm

with decreasing interrogation window size. All passes used a 50% overlap. A total of six passes

were applied in the multi-pass approach. In order to capture the entire flow field, measurements

were carried out at two streamwise camera locations to obtain data up to 12Deq and 30h. The

first set of tests captured out to 6.6Deq and 15.8h, while the second captured from 5.5Deq to 13Deq

and 11.72h− 30.72h for the M = 0.9 and supersonic rectangular jet cases, respectively. Major axis

PIV measurements were obtained by rotating the nozzle 90◦. The origin was chosen at the center

of the nozzle exit plane with the x-axis oriented perpendicular to this plane, y-axis oriented along

the minor axis, and z-axis oriented along the major axis (see Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.5 for coordinate

system orientation).

Stereoscopic PIV measurements were taken at x/Deq = 1, 2, 3, 5, and 8 for the subsonic jets and

x/h = 2, 6, 12, 16, and 25 for the supersonic rectangular jet. The planes of interest were illuminated
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with the same 380 mJ laser. The laser sheet thickness was approximately 2.8 mm. The camera

lenses used had a focal length of 105 mm providing a spatial resolution of about 0.5 mm per vector.

The Scheimpflug lens condition was applied in order to ensure a completely focused measurement

domain. Jet and ambient seeding was accomplished with the same procedure as discussed above.

The time delay between frames of the cameras was set to the appropriate setting to allow for a

particle displacement of approximately a quarter of the laser sheet thickness for all cases (based

on the fully expanded jet velocity for each case, Uj). The inside double angle between the cameras

was set to about 75◦. Image pairs were processed using a multi-pass algorithm with a interrogation

window of decreasing size and a 50% overlap. Results presented herein, are the ensemble average of

1000 vector fields. A schematic of the PIV set ups can be seen in Fig. 2.6 for the nozzle geometry

study and 2.7 for the investigation on the supersonic rectangular jet.

2.5 Acoustic Measurements

Far field acoustics measurements were simultaneously acquired with 9 B&K 4939 microphones

placed along a circular arc centered about the nozzle exit with a nominal radius of 100 Deq. These

microphones were placed in 10◦ increments from 70◦ to 150◦ with respect to the jet inlet axis. The

microphones were outfitted with B&K 2670 pre-amplifiers and powered by B&K 2690 low noise

Nexus amplifiers. The signal, acquired at 100 kHz, was passed from the amplifier through Stanford

Research Systems SR-640 low pass filters at 40 kHz. Data acquisition was accomplished with the

use of a PXI-6133 14-bit 16 DAQ card. The microphone signals were processed using an FFT

length of 4096 samples and a 50% overlap Hanning window. These parameters provided a bin

width of 24.4 Hz. Although these measurements were taken in a different facility than the PIV,

care was taken to ensure the flow was conditioned the same as it was in the STOVL facility. The

acoustic field in both axes was accomplished by rotating the nozzle 90◦ just as in the streamwise

PIV measurements. The ‘minor axis’ acoustic measurements will describe results obtained when

the microphones were oriented parallel to the y-axis (along the minor axis direction) while ‘major

axis’ measurements will represent results from when the microphones are parallel to the major axis.

A schematic depicting the microphone - axis orientation and nomenclature used in this study can

be seen in Fig. 2.8.
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a) b)

Figure 2.8: Schematic showing microphone - axis orientation nomenclature used through-
out this study. The results labeled ‘major axis‘ will be obtained from when the microphone
- nozzle orientation is as shown in a), while the ‘minor axis‘ results will be from when the
microphone - nozzle orientation is as shown in b).

2.6 Measurement Uncertainty

The plenum pressure was measured with an Omega PX-315 (0-100 psia) pressure transducer

with a maximum error of 0.25% of the full scale, yielding a value of 0.25 psi. The total temperature

inside of the stagnation chamber was measured with a K type thermocouple and the signal was

read into the facility control program using a NI 9211 cDAQ module. The error introduced in

temperature measurement by the module is less than 0.1 K.

The velocity field studied here are unknown prior to conducting PIV measurements. This

conundrum of induced error due to particle size, particle lag, and number of samples acquired is

difficult to estimate. To reduce the errors that could be associated with these properties, very small

tracer particles (O(1µm)) were used to reduce the particle lag in areas of large gradients and a

large number of image pairs (1000) were taken. Previous experiments have shown that, even in

supersonic flows, results from PIV agree very well with velocities obtained from probe measurements

(Alkislar et al., 2003). Although very good agreement is expected, error in the velocity calculation

was determined with the component uncertainty function included in DaVis 8.2. The region of

largest error, as expected, was found to be the shear layers.

In the streamwise PIV, the maximum error in the velocity magnitude was found to be 1.5%

of the fully expanded jet velocity, or 4.35 m/s for the sonic nozzle cases and 2.5% of Uj for the

underexpanded supersonic case. The error in the calculation of the magnitude of standard deviation

of velocity for the M = 0.9 case was determined to be 4% of Uj and 3% for the supersonic cases.

The maximum uncertainty obtained for the overexpanded, minimum screeching case, were found to

be 2.2% and 2.7% for the uncertainty in velocity and the standard deviation of velocity, respectively.

These valves presented are taken to be representative for all streamwise velocity uncertainties for

each jet within the respective operating regime.
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From SPIV, the cross plane velocity at x/Deq = 2 gave a max error of in-plane velocity of 0.6%

of Uj and 0.86% for the out of plane velocity for the M = 0.9 jets . For the supersonic rectangular

jet cases, the cross plane velocity at x/h = 6 gave a max error in velocity of 1.3% of Uj and 2.5%

for the standard deviation of velocity magnitude. The error associated with the remaining cases is

expected to be very similar to the results presented above for the jet’s respective operating regime.

These error values are representative of all stereo planes acquired. Further details on the procedure

used to determine PIV uncertainties can be found in Wieneke (2015).

The microphones in this study (B&K 4939) were calibrated using a B&K Type 4228 Pistonphone

that produced a 124 dB SPL tone at 250 Hz. The pistonphone was placed over each microphone

and data recorded. Any deviation from the expected calibration value was corrected using pre-

multiplication of the raw signal voltage to produce a SPL of 124 dB. The microphones used had

a sensitivity of 4 mV/Pa, a frequency range of 4 - 100,000 Hz, and a dynamic range of 28 - 164

dB. Autospectral uncertainty for acoustic measurements was determined to by 6.16% for the SPL

values at each frequency bin width. Error associated in the placement of the microphones is less

than 1◦ in the polar angle. The error associated in the distance of each microphone from the nozzle

exit is negligible.
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CHAPTER 3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 Flow Field Characterization and Acoustics from

Non-axisymmetric Subsonic Jets

Time averaged flow field features as well as far field acoustics measurements were made for

M = 0.9 isothermal jets issuing from a rectangular, elliptic, and a round nozzle. The rectangular

(AR - 4:1) and elliptic (AR - 2.5:1) both had an equivalent diameter equal to that of the round

jet (1 inch). The results presented herein will consist of measurements acquired from PIV, SPIV,

and acoustics measurements. This section will be organized as follows: In section 3.1.1, streamwise

mean velocity measurements and extracted quantities will be presented from the major and minor

axial planes of the asymmetric jets and the single centerline plane of symmetry for the round jet.

Also included in this section, is time averaged cross plane measurements which will be examined

to determine the role streamwise vorticity has on the jet development. In section 3.1.2, turbulent

quantities will be extracted and presented. Finally, section 3.1.3 presents far field, narrow band,

acoustic spectra and overall sound pressure level (OASPL), and octave band SPL results.

3.1.1 Ensemble Averaged Velocity Field

Streamwise Velocity Contours. Colored contour plots of streamwise velocity, ū/Uj , for

each nozzle and both axes (of non-axisymmetric nozzles) for NPR = 1.69 and TR = 1.0 jets are

presented in Fig. 3.1. The solid black line represents the 95% contour level for each of the cases.

Through observation of Fig. 3.1, the most notable difference between the nozzles at this operating

condition is the core length. Immediately, it can be seen that the rectangular jet, Fig. 3.1a, has the

shortest core length and the round nozzle (Fig. 3.1e) has the longest. The elliptic nozzle settles in

between these two extremes. This observation is to be expected because of the exit geometry of each

of these nozzles. Although all of the nozzles share the same equivalent diameter, the rectangular

nozzle has the smallest minor axis dimension (1.12 cm - the nozzle height) followed by the elliptic

nozzle (1.58 cm). The round nozzle has a diameter of 2.54 cm. Good agreement between the major

and minor axial views of the streamwise velocity with respect to core length is noted.

Through observation of Fig. 3.1, it seems that the growth rates of the shear layer are very
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Figure 3.1: Colored contour plots showing average streamwise velocity component, ū/Uj ,
operated at M = 0.9 for the rectangular nozzle (a,b), elliptic nozzle (c,d), and round
nozzle (e). Subfigures a) and c) show the minor axis of the rectangular and elliptic jet,
respectively, while b) and d) show the major axis.

similar in both axial planes of the asymmetric jets. For the rectangular jet in the minor axis,

Fig. 3.1a, the jet expands from y/Deq ≈ ±0.22 at the nozzle exit to about y/Deq ≈ ±1 at the

most downstream location observed. The major axis of this jet, expands from z/Deq ≈ ±0.88 at

x/Deq = 0 to about z/Deq ≈ ±1.5 at the most downstream extent. The elliptic jet spans from

y/Deq ≈ ±0.31 to y/Deq ≈ ±1 in the minor axis plane, Fig. 3.1c. In the major axis of the elliptic

jet, the span near the nozzle exit is about z/Deq ≈ ±0.80 and z/Deq ≈ ±1.2 at x/Deq = 12. The
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round jet more than doubles its extent by x/Deq = 12, spanning y/Deq ≈ ±1.2. These observations

are purely qualitative and more concrete results on jet spreading in both axes are presented in

subsequent sections.

From observations of the contour plots of the rectangular jet in the major axis, Fig. 3.1b, the

reader can notice an interesting profile near the end of jet core. Three humps in the 95% contour

line are observed, and if the reader’s observation shifts downstream, these velocity deficits are even

noticeable in the contour colors. The 95% contour level in the elliptic jet’s major axis appears

slightly unusual, and appears to be a cross between the round jet, and the rectangular jet’s major

axis. This is somewhat expected, being that the exit geometry is essential a combination of the two.

The contour lines for the asymmetric jets in the minor axis views look qualitatively very similar to

the round jet, albeit with dramatically different core lengths as discussed previously.
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Figure 3.2: Centerline velocity, ū/Uj , decay with streamwise distance, x/Deq. a) rectan-
gular; b) elliptic; c) round jet
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Centerline Velocity Decay. Figure 3.2a represents the axial centerline velocity decay for

each of the nozzles at Mj = 0.9. Through observations of Fig. 3.2, it is noted that the potential

core region is non-dimensionalized to a value less than unity. This is due to the presence of

the flow conditioning screens and straighteners in the stagnation chamber. Stagnation pressure

measurements are made upstream of these structures and their influence on pressure drop is not

applied. The core velocity is about 280 m/s instead of 290 m/s, as calculated from isentropic

relations. Through observation of this figure, it is shown that core of the jet extends to about 3.3Deq,

4.5Deq, and 5.2Deq for the rectangular, elliptic, and round jet, respectively. The centerline velocity

decay of the two asymmetric jets exhibit three distinct regions. These regions are more obvious

in the case of the rectangular jet, although their presence in the elliptic jet are still noticeable. In

the case of the round jet, there exists only a single decay rate after the potential core due to the

single defining dimension of the jet exit. For the rectangular jet, Fig. 3.2a, the decay rate in the

second region, R2, was found to be m2 = −0.072, while the third region, R3, was found to exhibit

a decay rate of m3 = −0.033. The elliptic jet, shown in Fig. 3.2b, decays with rates m2 = −0.074

and m3 = −0.039 in R2 and R3, respectively. The round jet, Fig. 3.2c, exhibits a single linear

slope of centerline velocity decay, m2 = −0.055. A summary of decay rates for each of the jets is

shown in Table 3.1. For both asymmetric jets, the decay rate in R2 is considerably larger than the

single decay rate for the round nozzle. On the contrary, the decay in R3 of both asymmetric jets is

less than that of the round jet. Although there are two distinguishable decay regions, these regions

do not correspond to the self similarity regions in the minor and major axis profiles, respectively.

These regions were described as the characteristic (CD) and axisymmetric (AD) decay region by

Sforza et al. (1966), Krothapalli et al. (1981) and others. In fact, throughout the two centerline

velocity decay regions shown in this study, only velocity profile similarity is seen in the minor axis

as shown in Fig. 3.5. This classifies both regions of decay in this study, R2 and R3, as the CD

region. If measurements were made farther downstream it is expected that the jet would eventually

become self similar in the major axis profiles.

Instead of non-dimensionalizing streamwise distance by Deq, if the hydraulic diameter, Dh of

each nozzle is used, the centerline velocity decay for each Mj = 0.9 jet shows moderate collapse.

This can be observed in Fig. 3.3. The core region of each jet collapses to a nondimensional

streamwise distance of about 5. Here, hydraulic diameter is defined as 4Ac/p where Ac is the cross

sectional area and p is the wetted perimeter of the nozzle. The definition of hydraulic diameter

comes from conservation of momentum for pipe flow in the longitudinal direction, Ac∆P = τwpL.
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Figure 3.3: Centerline streamwise velocity, ū/Uj , plotted with x/Dh

Here, ∆P is the pressure drop along the pipe, τw is the shear stress at the wall of the generic

pipe, and L is the pipe length. This usage of hydraulic diameter is seldom used in literature for

jet applications. Most of the time the minor dimension of the nozzle or the equivalent diameter

producing the same exit area is used. The collapse shown suggests that this parameter is a better

streamwise distance scaling parameter for moderate aspect ratio asymmetric jets.

Velocity Profiles. Velocity profiles for each jet have been extracted from major and minor

axis PIV and are presented in Fig. 3.4. Here, open symbols denoted streamwise velocity profiles

extracted from the major axis, while solid symbols represent the data from the minor axis. Data

has been significantly down sampled to provide clarity of symbols. The solid vertical lines are

located at the streamwise position at which the profile was obtained. Each velocity value has been

scaled by 2/3Uj to allow for clear viewing of each respective profile. The rectangular jet profiles,

seen in Fig. 3.4a, show that the profiles from both axes are ‘top-hat’ initially. As the jet develops,

the minor axis profiles become closer the major axis profiles. By the final plane examined, the

minor axis of the jet almost spans the same transverse distance as the major axis. The elliptic jet,

seen in Fig. 3.4b, exhibits a similar behavior to the rectangular jet. However, it is noted that the

elliptic jet at the x/Deq = 12 plane is almost equal in the extent of the major and minor axes.

This behavior of the asymmetric jets is indicative of the jets approaching an axisymmetric profile

downstream of the exit. The round jet, shown in Fig. 3.4c, decays without surprising deformation;
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Figure 3.4: Velocity profiles at select streamwise planes (denoted by solid vertical lines)
for the a) rectangular jet, b) elliptic jet, and c) round jet. Filled symbols represent
velocity profiles from the minor axis, while open symbols represent profiles extracted from
the major axis. At each plane, streamwise velocity profiles were non-dimensionalized by
2/3Uj to allow for clear interpretation.

initially the velocity is ‘top hat’ and decays into a Gaussian profile.

Similarity of Velocity Profiles. The data from the rectangular and elliptic nozzles exhibits

self similarity in the minor axis velocity profiles downstream of the potential core. This observation

is consistent with findings by Sforza et al. (1966) and Krothapalli et al. (1981). In order to show

the collapse of velocity profiles, the streamwise velocity, non-dimensionalized by local centerline

velocity, Uc, plotted against η = y/x for the minor axis and ζ = z/x for major axis profiles, is

shown in Fig. 3.5. While the minor axis velocity profiles for both asymmetric jets (Fig. 3.5a and

b) show collapse, the major axis profiles (c and d) do not. Albeit, the profile from the major axis of

the elliptic jet (d) appear to be more collapsed as one would expect due to the closer resemblance

of this jet to axis-symmetry. It would be expected that these profiles would eventually collapse if

measurements were made into the AD region. As expected, Fig. 3.5e, representing the self similar

velocity profiles for the round jet, shows excellent collapse.

Spanwise/Azimuthal Vorticity Profiles. Spanwise / azimuthal vorticity was extracted

for each of the jet in both axial planes, from the centerline outwards, at x/Deq = 2, 3, 4 and

5 and is presented in Fig. 3.6. This value was non-dimensinoalized by Deq and Uj . Here, ω∗
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Figure 3.5: Velocity profile similarity for rectangular and elliptic jets. Minor axis similarity
of rectangular and elliptic jet in a) and b), respectively. Major axis similarity of rectangular
and elliptic jet in c) and d), respectively. Sub figure e shows the velocity profile similarity
in the round jet.
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Figure 3.6: Spanwise / azimuthal vorticity non-dimensionalized by Deq and Uj for each
of the jets at a) x/Deq = 2, b) x/Deq = 3, c) x/Deq = 4, d) x/Deq = 5

represents the corresponding component of vorticity depending on the jet and plane of extraction.

The corresponding symbols are shown in the legend in Fig. 3.6d. For the asymmetric jets, solid

symbols represent ωz, while open symbols represents ωy. In the case of the round jet, ω∗ represents

ωθ. Depending on the component of spanwise vorticty observed, y or z should be taken as the

variable on the horizontal axis.

The extracted profiles in Fig. 3.6 have peaks at various spanwise locations due to the different

extents of each nozzle in the lateral directions. At the first cross plane examined, x/Deq = 2, the

magnitude of the vorticity is slightly higher for the ωz component of vorticity for the asymmetric

jets. This amounts to about a 6% difference for the rectangular jet and a 11% for the elliptic jet.

The round jet and the rectangular jet show about 5% difference in peak values. It also appears that

each profile is practically symmetric about its peak, meaning the vorticity is distributed equally
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on both side of the shear layer. By the next cross plane, Fig. 3.6b, the ωz and ωy profiles for the

rectangular jet are almost equivalent, as are the elliptic. The ωθ profile for the round jet is situated

slightly lower than the elliptic jet’s vorticity profiles and is centered about y/Deq = 0.6. By this

cross plane, it is clear that the vorticity profiles for each jet are widening towards the low speed

side of the shear layer. At the x/Deq = 4 plane, shown in Fig. 3.6c, a very similar extent and

amplitude of the vorticity profiles for the rectangular and elliptic jet in the minor axis, ωz, profiles

is seen. This suggests that the minor axis of the asymmetric jet are similar in the ±y extent, while

the major axes are still considerably different. The ωy profiles are similar in magnitude to the ωz

profiles, albeit at different spanwise locations due to difference in lateral jet extent. The round jet’s

azimuthal vorticity profile reaches a peak that is considerably lower than the asymmetric jets’ and

is situated in between the other four peaks. Here the ωz profile for rectangular jet is 25% greater

than the round jet. By the final cross plane examined, shown in Fig. 3.6d, all of the vorticity

profiles are similar in magnitude (about 1.6) and are less than half of the strength initially realized

at x/Deq = 2 in Fig. 3.6a. At the downstream cross planes x/Deq = 3 and 4, significant broadening

of the vorticity profiles toward the low speed side of the shear layer are noted for all jets.

At all of the cross planes examined, the ωz and ωy profiles grew almost parallelly from the

centerline to the peak. The ωθ profiles grew much more slowly than the asymmetric jets, as noted

by a lesser slope of the ωθ from the jet centerline to the peak of vorticity at all planes examined.

A consequence of this is that the azimuthal vorticity profile for the round jet is considerably wider

than the asymmetric jet’s spanwise vorticity extent at all planes; and the difference increases with

downstream distance. This suggests a thicker shear layer at the same non-dimensional streamwise

distance.

Shear Layer Growth. Shear layer thickness is defined as the distance between the locations

of 90% and 10% of the local centerline velocity, Uc. The overall shear layer thickness, and the

location of the outer (δ10) and inner (δ90) bound of the shear layer in each axis of the asymmetric

jets as well as the axisymmetric jet will be displayed in Fig. 3.7. The solid horizontal line from

x/Deq = 0− 2 represents the location of the nozzle lip for each of the jet cases.

For all cases, the shear layer, δ/Deq (blue line), follows a continual positive linear growth.

However, much of that shear layer growth is accomplished by the outer edge of the shear layer,

δ10. The inner bound of the shear layer seems to exhibits different behavior depending on the axis

observed. Behavior of this boundary of the shear layer in the minor axis will be discussed first.

For the minor axis of the rectangular jet, Fig. 3.7a, the inner bound of the shear layer (δ90/Deq)
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grows towards the jet centerline until the potential core collapses. After this point, it begins to

diverge from the jet centerline. Albeit, there is a slight delay after the core collapse until when the

inner bound begins to diverge. This is due to the definition of δ90 as 90% Uc. If a definition closer

to the Uc is used, the divergence from the jet centerline approaches the end of the potential core.

A similar trend is followed by the elliptic nozzle in the minor axis (Fig. 3.7c) shear layer as well as

the round nozzle (Fig. 3.7e).

The major axis, however, exhibits a slightly different behavior. In the major axis of the rectan-

gular jet (Fig. 3.7b), the outer bound and overall shear layer thickness display continual positive

growth, much like the minor axis. However, unlike the minor axis, the inner bound of the shear

layer continually grows towards the jet centerline. The merging of this shear layer with the jet

centerline would most likely initiate the beginning of the AD region. The major axis of the elliptic

jet, seen in Fig. 3.7d, differs in regards to the inner bound (δ90/Deq). The locus of this boundary

of the shear layer grows towards the centerline until about when the potential core collapses. Then

it seems to stay at about 0.5Deq far downstream. Clearly, there exists two distinct slopes for the

growth rates of the inner bound of the shear layer in the major axis of the elliptic jet, a negative

slope until the end of the core (x/Deq ≈ 4.5) followed by a slope of almost zero.

From observation of Fig. 3.7, it is clear that shear layer for all jets does not spread symmetrically

about the plane of the shear layer’s origin. The low speed side of the shear layer spreads much more

rapidly into the ambient environment than the high speed side spreads towards the jet centerline.

The shear layer growth rates assume a value that is nearer to the rate observed for the low speed

boundary of the shear layer, δ10/Deq. This bound of the shear layer grows considerably more

rapidly for all jet cases than the high speed side boundary.

It is interesting to note that the overall shear layer growth rates for all of the jet geometries

and axial views are very similar. All display linear characteristics and fall between 0.126 and 0.118,

however, it is clear that these jets approach axis-symmetry as seen from Fig. 3.4. This conclusion

may not have been obvious by just considering shear layer characteristics. In an effort to determine

the differences in the major and minor jet axes, jet half width will be examined in the following

section.

Jet Half Width. Jet half width is defined as the distance from the local centerline streamwise

velocity, Uc, to a location with a value of 0.5Uc. This quantity is often used to determine and

compare jet spreading as well as quantify the location of axis switching, a phenomenon often

observed in low subsonic and shock free supersonic asymmetric jets. The normalized jet half width
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Figure 3.7: Shear layer quantities, δ, δ10, and δ90 are plotted for each case versus stream-
wise distance. a,b) rectangular; c,d) elliptic; e) round
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Figure 3.8: Jet half width in the minor axis (by/Deq) and major axis (bz/Deq) for the
asymmetric jets and round jet (br/Deq) is plotted with streamwise distance for the a)
rectangular jet; b) elliptic jet; c) round jet.

for the asymmetric jets (by/Deq for the minor axis and bz/Deq for the major axis) and round jet

(br/Deq) at Mj = 0.9, is shown in Fig. 3.8.

The minor axis growth rate for the rectangular jet is kminor = 0.092, compared to 0.077 for the

elliptic and and kround = 0.066 for the round jet. The changes in slope for each of the cases amount

to differences of 17.8% and 33%, respectively. A summary of these growths rates can be found in

Table. 3.1. For the asymmetric jets, the growth rate in the minor axis is considerably more that

those in the major axis. Interestingly, the single growth rate for the round jet falls between the

growth rates for both axes of the asymmetric jets.

For all of the jets, the linear growth rate of the jet half width in both axes seem to be initiated

by the collapse of the potential core. The transition to linear growth occurs at the most downstream

location for the round jet, as expected due to the core extent. The transition occurs in very close
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Table 3.1: Summary of measurement results from Figs. 3.2, 3.7, and 3.8

Nozzle m2 m3 δ′minor δ′major δ′round kminor kmajor kround

Rectangular -0.072 -0.033 0.122 0.126 - 0.092 0.055 -
Elliptic -0.074 -0.039 0.121 0.118 - 0.077 0.062 -
Round -0.055 - - - 0.123 - - 0.066

proximity for the rectangular and elliptic jets.

An interesting feature, visible in the non-axisymmetric jet half width profiles, in the shape of

the major axis jet half width. The rectangular and elliptic jets initially exhibit a slight shrinking of

the jet along the major axis direction, although this feature is much more prominent in the elliptic

jet case. This feature may be explained by counter rotating streamwise vortex pairs situated along

the minor axis of the nozzle. Their orientation must be such that they entrain low momentum fluid

into the jet perpendicularly to the minor axis. While these vortex structures have influence, they

can potentially push the half width location closer to the jet centerline as was seen in Fig. 3.8b.

These vortex pairs will be clearly visible for the elliptic jet in Fig. 3.10c and d.

It is interesting to point out that although the shear layer growth rates are similar for all of the

jets (no matter the axis), the half width growth rates are considerably different. The locus of the

half velocity point was found to always be towards the centerline of the jet when compared to the

physical middle of the shear layer ((δ10 + δ90)/2 (not presented). This observation is expected due

to the majority of the spanwise vorticity being situated closer to the nozzle centerline as seen in

Fig. 3.6. Thus, the majority of the velocity decay should occur on the high speed side of the shear

layer.

Streamwise Vorticity. Streamwise vorticity has been known to enhance the mixing charac-

teristic of non-axisymmetric jets and can manifest itself from a variety of sources (Alkislar et al.,

2003; Alvi et al., 1996; Husain and Hussain, 1993; Samimy et al., 1998; Krothapalli et al., 1998;

Zaman, 1996, 1999). In this case, the vorticity is most likely due to secondary flow within the nozzle

since the jet is not operated underexpanded (Taylor-Gortler instabilities) and there is no screech

tone self excitation. The presence of corner vortices strongly suggest secondary flow is the source.

Streamwise vorticity, non-dimensionalized by the equivalent diameter, Deq and fully expanded jet

velocity, Uj , for the three jets investigated, is shown in Fig. 3.9.

For the rectangular jet, in Fig. 3.9a, regions of high streamwise vorticity are seen in the corner

regions (especially in planes x/Deq = 2 and 3). However, the vortices situated along the minor axis

lose strength very rapidly and are not seen by the x/Deq = 5 plane, whereas the initially stronger
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Figure 3.9: Streamwise vorticity, ωxDeq/Uj , for each jet at select cross planes. From top
to bottom - a) rectangular, b) elliptic, and c) round jet

vortices along the edges of the major axis are still evident. These stronger pairs are even visible

out to the final cross plane examined, x/Deq = 8.

The elliptic jet, Fig. 3.9b, also shows the presence of some streamwise structures in the regions of

smallest azimuthal curvature at x/Deq = 2 and 3. These structures persist downstream, although
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slightly less so than the rectangular jet. By the final cross plane, x/Deq = 8, much like the

rectangular jet, the structures have lost considerable strength. Although the vortex signature is

much weaker than the upstream planes at this location, the same global vortex orientation is

noted for the elliptic jet and the rectangular jet; i.e. four regions of alternating positive and

negative streamwise vorticity; each quadrant of the respective jet geometries sharing the same sign

of vorticity.

Surprisingly, the round jet does exhibit some regions of streamwise vorticity, but these areas are

less intense than the rectangular and elliptic jets. It was shown by Krothapalli et al. (1998) that

even minor nozzle manufacturing imperfections can create streamwise vorticity. The characteristic

of the vortices is this case is fundamentally different than the two asymmetric jets. The vortex pairs

here are not oriented adjacently around the azimuth. Instead, they seem to be situated on either

side of the jet half width line; while the asymmetric jets’ vorticity is almost entirely on the low

speed side of the shear layer and diminished in strength more rapidly than their passively created

counterparts. This observation will be investigated further in Fig. 3.10. At the most downstream

location, x/Deq = 8, practically no vortex pattern can be noted for the round jet.

In order to provide a more in-depth look into the cross section of the asymmetric jets, cross

planes x/Deq = 2 and 3 are shown in a 2 dimensional view in Fig. 3.10. Contour lines have also

been added corresponding to the inner bound of the shear layer, 0.9Uj , outer bound, 0.1Uj , and

half width point, 0.5Uj . Portions of the jet corresponding to streamwise velocity values less than

0.05Uj have been removed. The rectangular jet at cross planes x/Deq = 2 and 3 is shown in Fig.

3.10a and b. Similarly, the elliptic jet in Fig. 3.10c and d, and the round jet in Fig. 3.10e and f. It

is clear from this figure that the streamwise vortices that are formed in these asymmetric jets are

mainly situated on the low speed side of the shear layer. A fundamental difference is noted when

comparing the streamwise vorticity from the asymmetric jets at these cross planes to the round

jet. While the asymmetric jets’ counter rotating vortex pair is situated adjacently on the same

side of the shear layer (low speed side), the round jet pairs are separated by the jet half width line

(0.5Uj). For the round jet at x/Deq = 3, it is noticed that the strength of the streamwise structures

is greatly diminished compared to the asymmetric jets at the same non-dimensional location while

they are comparable at x/Deq = 2.

The observation of the streamwise vortex structures being located on the low speed side of the

shear layer for the asymmetric jets draws similarities to passive control techniques. Alkislar et al.

(2007) found that chevrons on a round jet produced vortices that manifested themselves on the low
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speed side of the shear layer. In contrast, when an active flow control technique was applied, the

streamwise vortices were found to exist on the high speed side of the shear layer. This difference

in location is due to the penetrating effect of the injected fluid in the case of active control. In

the present study, the fact that the streamwise structures are located on the low speed side of the

shear layer suggest that the nozzle geometry acts as a type of passive control technique similar to

chevrons.

An interesting tie to the shrinking jet half width of the major axis of the elliptic jet can be

made through observation of Fig. 3.10c and d. If focus is centered on the left side of the jet

(z/Deq ≈ −0.8) and the y = 0 line, one can notice two strong opposite rotating vortices in the

low speed side of the shear layer. Their direction of rotation is such that low momentum fluid

is entrained into the jet perpendicularly to the minor axis. These structures are thought to be

responsible for the shrinking of the major axis jet half width seen in Fig. 3.8c and d. As mentioned

previously for the rectangular jet, the major axis half width does not shrink nearly as much as

the elliptic does. This observation is validated here by noting that there are not strong vortices

orientated along the jet minor axis. Further supporting this claim, due to nozzle imperfections the

positive z half plane of the elliptic jet does not contain the mirror image of the strong streamwise

counter rotating vortex seen on the negative z half plane. If half width is extracted along this

direction, no dip is seen in the half width. Thus, the organized pair must be responsible for the jets

shrinking half width seen in Fig. 3.8b. For the rectangular jet, the stronger vortices are oriented

along the edges of the major axis and no influence of streamwise vorticity is noted in the major axis

jet half width no matter the extraction direction. The contour plots in Fig. 3.9 and 3.10 provide

good qualitative analysis of the vortex structures present in each of the cases, but the impact cannot

truly be recognized. Quantitative analysis on the streamwise vortices will be investigated in Fig.

3.11.

In an effort to quantify the additional mixing benefits brought about by the asymmetric nozzles,

the absolute value of streamwise vorticity was integrated over the field of view. This value was

subsequently non-dimensionalized by the cross sectional area of the nozzle exit, Ae. The equivalent

diameter, Deq and fully expanded jet velocity, Uj are used to create a non-dimensional vorticity.

The results of this for each nozzle at the cross planes investigated is shown in Fig. 3.11. By

integrating over area, the size of the streamwise vortex is taken into account and may provide

a better estimate to the amount of streamwise structures introduced from the nozzle geometry.

Overall, Fig. 3.11 shows that the rectangular jet contains the highest level of streamwise vorticity
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x/Deq = 2 x/Deq = 3

a) Rectangular b) Rectangular

c) Elliptic d) Elliptic

e) Round f) Round

Figure 3.10: Streamwise vorticity, ωxDeq/Uj , for x/Deq = 2 and 3 for all jets. Subfigures
a), c), and e) represent the x/Deq = 2 cross plane while subfigures b), d), and f) show the
x/Deq = 3 cross plane for the rectangular, elliptic, and round jets, respectively.

for all cross planes observed, while the round jet contains the lowest. The elliptic jet is mainly

situated between these two extremes.

At the first cross plane, the round jet has the lowest value as expected. The rectangular

and elliptic jet share a similar value, around 0.40. Moving towards the second cross plane, the
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Figure 3.11: The absolute value of the streamwise vorticity integrated over the field of
view and non-dimensionalized by the nozzle exit area (Ae), equivalent diameter (Deq),
and fully expanded jet velocity (Uj).

rectangular jet shows a large increase, while the round jet exhibits an increase to about 0.45. The

elliptic jet grows slightly to a similar value obtained by the round jet. The large jump by the

rectangular jet may be due to a reorganization of azimuthal vorticity into the streamwise sense,

however much more research is need in this regard. At the third cross plane, x/Deq = 3, the

value for the rectangular jet has decreased slightly but still has considerably more streamwise

vorticity than the other two jets. The round jet has the lowest value here, with the elliptic jet

situated directly between the two other geometries. At x/Deq = 5, the rectangular jet shows as

slight decrease from its previous plane’s value, while the elliptic and round jets show increases.

Progressing downstream to x/Deq = 8, the integrated value for the elliptic jet parallels that of the

rectangular jet. Except for the x/Deq = 2 plane, the round jet shows considerably less integrated

streamwise vorticity than the asymmemtric jets. The rectangular jet shows a large production of

streamwise vorticity between the first and second cross planes, while the elliptic jet experiences

gradual monotonic increases in its integrated value. Two competing factors are at play within this

figure. The first being the vortex strength, and the second being the size of the vortex. The overall

increasing trend of this plot seems to suggest that the extent of the vortex plays a larger role in

the integrated quantity than the amount of dissipation experienced. The scaling of these quantities

(vortex growth and simultaneous dissipation) warrants further investigation.
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3.1.2 Turbulent Quantities

Transverse RMS Velocities. The root mean square of the transverse velocities for each

jet in both axial directions along the centerline is presented in Fig. 3.12. Figure 3.12a and b

depict the transverse fluctuating velocity component in the minor and major axis, respectively,

with streamwise distance. Through observation of Fig. 3.12a, it is noticed that the rectangular jet

shows the most upstream peak of vrms, followed closely by the elliptic jet. The round jet peaks

the farthest downstream. The vrms component for the non-circular jet geometries peak at slightly

higher values than the round jet. Fluctuating velocity in the major axis direction, wrms, (same

data as 3.12a for round jet) is shown in Fig. 3.12b. This plot shows that the fluctuations in this

direction along the centerline for the asymmetric jets are similar to the round jet and slightly less

at downstream positions (x/Deq ≈ 7 onward). Figures 3.12c and d clearly show that, for both

asymmetric jets, the transverse rms velocity is higher in the minor axis direction for all streamwise

distances observed, although their peaks occur at the same streamwise location. This could suggest

that the flapping mode is more dominant than the symmetric mode for this operating condition for

these jets. Shih et al. (1992) found that the average phase angle between two microphones placed

on opposite side of the shear layer of a M = 0.85 rectangular jet was about 100◦, supporting the

results in rms velocities observed here. The vrms along the centerline peaks about 11% of Uj for

both the rectangular and elliptic jet. The peak centerline transverse rms velocity for the round

jet is about 9.5%. The wrms reaches about 8% of Uj for both of the asymmetric jets. This vast

difference in transverse velocity rms values between the two axes and their relationship to the round

jet could be related to far field acoustic radiated noise; observations will be made in subsequent

sections.

Turbulent Kinetic Energy. Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE) is extracted from streamwise

PIV along the central jet axis for all three jets. Turbulence is completely three dimensional,

therefore information from both jet axes is needed in order to complete the full definition of TKE

((u′2 + v′2 + w′2)/2). Here the ′ components represent the rms velocity of each respective velocity

component. The transverse rms velocity component in the ±y direction, v′, was extracted from

the minor axis streamwise PIV, while the w′ component was extracted from major axis PIV. The

fluctuations in the streamwise direction (u′) can be extracted from either view of the jet since both

views are about the same jet centerline. Using these three rms velocity components a complete

definition of TKE can be made along the three jet centerlines. In the case of the round jet, where

PIV was only performed for one nozzle orientation, the w′ component was taken to be equal to the
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Figure 3.12: Transverse fluctuating velocity components, vrms/Uj and wrms/Uj along the
jet centerline for each nozzle versus streamwise distance.

v′ component due to symmetry. Therefore, the full definition of TKE for the round jet is taken to

be (u′2+2v′2)/2. The extracted values of TKE along the jet centerlines can be seen in Fig. 3.13. It

is clear from this figure, that the turbulence along the centerline of the rectangular jet experiences

the farthest upstream and most rapid exponential increase, followed by the elliptic jet. The round

jet shows the slowest and most downstream growth of centerline TKE. The rectangular jet reaches

a peak at the most upstream location of any jet; it reaches a value of about 0.016 at x/Deq ≈ 8.

The elliptic jet shows the highest peak in TKE, reaching a value of about 0.018. The round jet

has the farthest downstream peak, reaching a value just higher than the rectangular jet. As the

centerline TKE decays, the round and elliptic jet share similar values, while the rectangular jet

seems to decay at a similar rate, but at a noticeably lower value.

Interestingly, if the hydraulic diameter, Dh = 4Ac/p, is used to non-dimensionalize the stream-
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Figure 3.13: Turbulent Kinetic Energy, TKE/U2

j , along the jet centerline for each nozzle
geometry versus streamwise distance.
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Figure 3.14: Turbulent Kinetic Energy, TKE/U2

j , along the jet centerline for each nozzle
geometry versus streamwise distance non dimensionalized by the hydraulic diameter, Dh.

wise distance, excellent collapse of the turbulent kinetic energy growth is noted for the initial jet

development, as seen in Fig. 3.14. Surprisingly, better collapse is noted when using the hydraulic

diameter for each nozzle compared to the minor axis dimension (not shown). This same streamwise

distance non-dimensionalization was used for streamwise centerline velocity and also shows good

collapse between the different jet geometries, as was shown in Fig. 3.3. These observations suggests

that the hydraulic diameter may be a better parameter to study the initial development of non-
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axisymmetic jets compared to round jets, however, the comparison based on equivalent diameter

is still relevant because of thrust considerable for propulsive nozzles.
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Figure 3.15: Turbulent Kinetic Energy, TKE/U2

j , integrated over the field of view for each
jet versus streamwise distance. The value has been non-dimensionalized by the nozzle exit
area, Ae and U2

j

Just as was done for streamwise vorticity at each cross plane (Fig. 3.11), a double integral

over the cross sectional area of the jet on the three dimensional TKE was performed and non-

dimensionalized by Ae and U2

j . This result essentially quantifies the total amount of turbulent

kinetic energy across each jet’s cross plane, and can be used as a reference of mixing characteristics.

The results of this are shown in Fig. 3.15. We see that the values at the x/Deq = 1 cross plane

for all three nozzles are very comparable, but as the flow progresses the rectangular jet seems to

have a slightly higher value of TKE than the other two. The round nozzle has the lowest for all

downstream cross planes, while the elliptic jet is between these two. It is now prudent to point out

the differences in growth rates from the first plane, x/Deq = 1, to the second plane, x/Deq = 2

for the rectangular and round jet. It is clear that the rectangular jet initially shows a much more

rapid increase in the total TKE than the round jet. This is noted by a steeper line connects planes

x/Deq = 1 and 2. This observations could be related to the large increase in the total streamwise

vorticity between x/Deq = 1 and 2 in Fig. 3.11.
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3.1.3 Acoustic Characteristics

In this section, acoustic spectra, overall sound pressure level (OASPL), and SPL in St bands

will be presented. For all acoustic results presented herein, a reference of 20µPa is used.
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Figure 3.16: Collection of far field acoustic spectra for a) rectangular compared to round
jet and b) elliptic compared to round jet. The divisions between major tick marks on the
vertical axis represent 20 dB. The bottom most spectra in both plots show the result from
the 70◦ microphone. Each spectra moving vertically is representative of results from a
microphone shifted by a polar angle of +10◦.
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Narrow Band Spectra. Acoustic spectra from all microphones for each jet are shown in

Fig. 3.16. Here the separation between major tick marks on the y axis represents 20 dB; likewise

each spectra has been shifted by 20 dB. The spectra from the most upstream, 70◦, microphone is

located at the bottom of each subfigure. Each spectra moving vertically from the bottom represents

a shift in polar angle of +10◦, culminating with the 150◦ microphone, as labeled.

The overall shape of the spectra agree well with established literature. It can be clearly seen

that as observation changes to larger aft quadrant angles, the low frequency component of the noise

become more dominant and shows a peak around St = 0.15 at the highest polar angle, which agrees

well with established literature for subsonic jets (Tam and Zaman, 2000; Stromberg et al., 1980;

Alkislar et al., 2007). At sideline angles the spectra are relatively flat. Through observation of the

70◦−90◦ microphone spectra in Fig. 3.16, it can be seen that for both asymmetric jets, the spectra

does not deviate from the round jet; suggesting that sideline acoustic radiation is independent of

nozzle geometry and the same physical phenomenon propagates noise in this direction for all three

jets .

However, slight differences are observed as the observation moves to higher polar angles. It is

clear that above St ≈ 1 for the 110◦ microphone, the SPL from the major axis of the asymmetric jets

becomes lower than the round jet. This location of deviation shifts to lower St for increasing polar

angles. By the 140◦ microphone, the major axis shows reduction in noise starting from St ≈ 0.3.

Unlike the sound field produced from the major axis of these jets, the minor axis exhibits a small

increase in noise when compared to the round jet around the same St of deviation, described above.

This can be observed clearly in the 140◦ and 150◦ microphone spectra in Fig. 3.16. In both plots,

the spectra from the minor axis begins to slightly overtake the round jet spectra.

Interestingly, at polar angles larger than 130◦ and lower frequency ranges, St < 0.3, the rect-

angular jet (Fig. 3.16a) shows that both axes are quieter than the round jet. This is in contrast to

the behavior at higher frequency ranges, where the level of the spectra with respect to the round

jet depends on the axis of observation. Over this same range of frequencies, St < 0.3, the elliptic

jet’s SPL levels are very close to that of the round jet (Fig. 3.16).

This observation of the sound field produced by the minor axis of the asymmetric jets being

louder than the major axis sound fields at high frequencies draws a tenuous string between the

extracted vrms values being higher than the wrms component as seen from the planar PIV results

in Fig. 3.12 and the acoustic results presented here. Figure 3.12 also shows that the vrms values

extracted along the centerline for the asymmetric jets were slightly higher than those of the round
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Figure 3.17: Far field acoustic spectra from the 90◦ microphone for the asymmetric jets
compared to the round jet.
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Figure 3.18: Far field acoustic spectra from the 130◦ microphone for the asymmetric jets
compared to the round jet.

jet, while the wrms values were slightly lower. This observation corroborates the findings seen

from the acoustic results in which minor axis direction was louder than the round jet and major

axial direction for certain St ranges and large polar angles. However, the connection between the

velocity fluctuations in the jet and the corresponding hydrodynamic field as well as far field radiated

acoustics is not something that is completely understood and warrants significantly more research.

From observation of Fig. 3.16, that the minor axis and major axis of asymmetric jets behave

differently when compared to a round jet, especially at high frequencies and large polar angles.

The acoustic spectra at representative angles (90◦ and 130◦) from each asymmetric jet, compared
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to the round jet, are plotted in Fig. 3.17 and Fig. 3.18. From the sideline perspective, it can be

seen from Fig.3.17a, that the rectangular jet is almost identical in nature to the round jet in both

axial directions and for all St. A similar observation is made for the elliptic jet in Fig. 3.17b.

Considerable differences are made by comparing the acoustic spectra radiated by the jets in the aft

quadrant. From the 130◦ microphone, it is clear that the rectangular jet has a lower SPL in the

major axis plane across all St; with this difference increasing to roughly 3 dB at higher frequencies.

The sound field radiated from the minor axis of this jet is very different. At low St, the SPL is

considerably lower than the round jet and even lower than the noise from the major axis plane.

As observation progresses to higher St, the minor and major axis display a crossing of the spectra

around St = 0.5. After this crossing, the minor axis of the rectangular jet approaches the spectra

from the round jet.

Similar results are seen for the elliptic jet in Fig. 3.18b, however, at low St, the differences

between this nozzle’s axes and the round jet are less prominent than the rectangular jet. As the

observation shifts to higher St, the major axis plane’s SPL is consistently lower than the round jet.

Above St ≈ 0.7 the minor axis begins to exceed the levels of the round jet.

Overall Sound Pressure Level. Overall sound pressure levels were calculated for each axial

planes and nozzle at all nine microphones, and the results are presented in Fig. 3.19. These plots

show that the asymmetric nozzles may provide advantages for aft angle personnel if positioned in

the plane of the major axis.

For the rectangular jet, the sound field from the major axis is comparable to the round jet, from

θ = 70◦ − 90◦. After this polar angle range, the major axis of this jet is quieter than the round jet.

In the minor axis, the majority of the reduction is seen in the upstream quadrant. This axis (minor

axis) has lower OASPL values compared to the round jet up to θ = 130◦, after which it becomes

louder. The elliptic jet shows that the minor axis sound field is very similar to the round jet for

all polar angles observed. In the major axis of this jet, reductions in OASPL are noted between

θ = 110◦ − 140◦ when compared to the round jet. By the farthest aft polar angle, θ = 150◦, the

OASPL for the major/minor axes and round jet are very similar. In order to quantify the changes

in OASPL for each of the asymmetric jets in both planes with respect to the round jet, the OASPL

values obtained from each polar angle microphone during round jet testing was subtracted from

every other case. This allowed for comparison of each asymmetric jet in both axes to a baseline.

Due to the order of subtraction, a negative ∆OASPL corresponds to a reduction in noise. The

results of this are presented in Fig. 3.19c. From observation of this figure, it is clear that each
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Figure 3.19: Overall Sound Pressure Level for each of the asymmetric jets in both axis
compared to the round jet. a) Rectangular and Round, b) Elliptic and Round, c) Change
in OAPSL, round jet values were subtracted from asymmetric jets. Microphones are
placed at 100Deq from the nozzle exit.

respective jet axis behaves similarly. The minor axis plane of the asymmetric jets (‘loud plane’) is

actually quieter than the round jet up to about 110◦ for the elliptic jet and 130◦ for the rectangular.

This axial plane becomes about 0.5 dB louder than the round jet at 140◦ and 150◦ for both jet

asymmetric jet geometries. The major axis (‘quiet’) plane of the asymmetric jets, shown in green,

show a different behavior than seen in the minor axis plane. The elliptic jet is actually louder

than the round jet at upstream polar angles and 90◦. After this point, the jet become quieter than

round jet, with a peak reduction of about 1 dB at 120◦ and 130◦. At higher angles than this, the

OASPL levels increase dramatically. The rectangular jet in the major axis plane is quieter than the

round jet for all polar angles observed but almost equivalent at the 80◦ location. The rectangular

jet in this axis, shows a peak reduction of almost 1.4 dB at the 120◦ and 130◦ locations. At higher
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polar angles than 130◦, notable increases are observed, although their overall values are less than

the round jet. Although the reductions in OASPL for the asymmetric jets are only 1-2 dB, more

substantial reduction in noise is seen at certain bands of St and will be shown in Fig. 3.20.

Octave Band Sound Pressure Level. Due to the fact that the behavior of each jet depend-

ing on the axis and frequency range in question is considerably different, as seen in Fig. 3.16, each

spectra was integrated in octave bands. The bands span from the cutoff frequency of the anechoic

chamber to the filtering frequency, 40kHz. Each octave band was centered about a certain St, and

will be denoted as Stc. The bounds of integration on St were determined by, Stc/
√
2 for the lower

bound, while the upper bound is taken to be Stc
√
2. Investigation was performed in seven octave

bands, ranging from St = 0.3 to 3.84. The results from the St band integration is shown in Fig.

3.20. The legend in Fig. 3.20a, is to be used for a-g; the specific Stc is labeled on each subplot. In

these figures, the flow is directed from left to right with the nozzle being centered at the origin.

Beginning with the lowest range of frequencies, Stc = 0.042 in Fig. 3.20a, it is noted that values

for the minor axis of the asymmetric jets (blue lines) fall very close to that of the round jet from

θ = 70◦−120◦. In this same range of θ, the major axes of these jets (green lines) is situated slightly

lower than the round jet. Beyond about θ = 120◦ the octave band SPL levels from the minor

axis begin to assume considerably lower values than the round jet; the rectangular jet being more

drastic than the elliptic. For all polar angles observed, the major axis plane of the asymmetric jets

behave very similarly. At these low frequencies, it is clear that for all of the jet cases, the most

energy propagates in high polar angle directions and the least in the upstream quadrant (θ < 90◦).

This is noted by about a 10dB increase for all jet geometries and axes from 90◦ to 150◦. Similar

trends are observed for Stc = 0.085, 0.17, and 0.34, with the differences in octave band SPL values

for the asymmetric jets in both axes at larger polar angles diminishing with increasing Stc.

As Stc is increased to 0.68, Fig. 3.20e, a fundamental difference is noticed when compared to

results from the lower Stc bands. The propagation of energy begins to show a peak direction of

radiation in about the 140◦ direction, and the minor axes of the rectangular and elliptic jet show

more energy than the round jet for this band of Strouhal in the 140◦ and 150◦ directions; all other

angles being approximately equivalent. This trend is more substantial in the Stc = 1.36 and 2.72

band, in Figs. 3.20f and g. For these ranges of St, the minor axis of the non-circular jet geometries

contain substantially more energy than the round jet. Conversely, the major axis plane of these

jets is considerably less ‘noisy’ from about 100◦ onward.

As Stc is increased, it is clear that the dominate propagation direction of noise shifts towards
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Figure 3.20: Octave Band SPL for indicated center St number, Stc. The legend in a) is
representative for all plots shown. Microphones are placed at 100Deq from the nozzle exit.
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more sideline angles. However, at the highest St band examined, the dominate direction is still

around 120◦ − 140◦. This observations, to the authors’ knowledge, has not been observed before.

The conventionally accepted trend however, is still followed; in that, at low frequencies the large aft

angle directions dominate and as frequency is increased, side line levels also increase accompanied

with a decrease in the aft angle levels.

The results presented here agree well with qualitative observations made from Fig. 3.16. At

polar angles ranging from θ = 70◦ to 90◦, no major differences were noted in the spectra, and the

integrated quantities show this. However, it is clear that at large polar angles θ > 120◦, major

differences are observed depending on the axis of the jet and the frequency range in question.

3.1.4 Conclusions

Flow field results and far field acoustics measurements were presented for three different nozzle

geometries at M = 0.9. It was determined that the shear layer growth rate from both axes of

the asymmetric jets agree very well with growth rate from the round jet. The spanwise vorticity

layers for the asymmetric jets was found to be narrower than the round jet’s azimuthal vorticity

layer. The jet half width growth rate, however, is considerably different in the major and minor

axes of the jets and may be influenced by streamwise vorticity. The asymmetric jets developed

streamwise vorticity on the low speed side of the shear layer. The rectangular jet produced the

most streamwise vorticity and also had the highest levels of turbulence at the cross planes examined.

The round jet did develop streamwise vorticity, but these structures were fundamentally different

in that they straddled the jet half width line. Fluctuation of transverse velocity quantities along

the jet centerline were significantly higher in the minor axis plane of the jet (vrms), while the major

axis plane of the jet (wrms) was slightly lower than the round jet downstream of about x/Deq = 7.

In the development region of the jet, good collapse of streamwise centerline velocity and centerline

turbulent kinetic energy was noted between the nozzle geometries when streamwise distance was

non-dimensionalized by the hydraulic diameter, Dh, instead of Deq. Far field acoustics results

show that the noise spectra from all jets in 90◦ microphone were similar, while large aft quadrant

angles showed significant differences in the major and minor axis plane noise fields. The major

axis noise field for the rectangular jet showed reduction in OASPL at all polar angles while the

elliptic jet showed reductions from θ = 100◦−140◦. The minor axis noise field from the rectangular

jet shows reductions out to about θ = 130◦, where after which, it became louder than the round

jet. The elliptic jet was very similar to the round jet across all angles in the minor axis plane.

More major differences between jet axis and geometry were made when focusing interrogation to
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certain ranges of frequencies. Integration of SPL over certain St bands reveal that the amount of

energy in certain frequency ranges is very different for the different jet geometries. The most major

difference is observed at Stc = 2.72. At high frequencies and large polar angles, the major axes of

the asymmetric jets propagate much less energy to the far field as acoustics, while the minor axes

propagate slightly more energy than a comparable round jet. This observation is related to the

levels of transverse centerline rms velocities.

3.2 Mixing Characteristics of a Moderate Aspect Ratio

Screeching Supersonic Rectangular Jet

Flow field characteristics of a moderate aspect ratio supersonic rectangular jet were examined

at two overexpanded, a perfectly expanded, and an underexpanded jet conditions. The under-

expanded and one overexpanded operating condition were of maximum screech, while the second

overexpanded condition was of minimum screech intensity. Streamwise particle image velocimetry

(PIV) was performed along both major and minor axes of the jet and the measurements were made

up to 30 nozzle heights, h, where h is the small dimension of the nozzle. Select cross planes were

examined using stereoscopic particle image velocimetry (SPIV) to investigate the jet development

and the role streamwise vortices play in jet spreading at each operating condition. The results

show that streamwise vortices present at the nozzle corners along with vortices excited by screech

tones play a major role in the jet evolution. All cases except for the perfectly expanded operating

condition exhibited axis switching at streamwise locations ranging from 11 to 16 nozzle heights

downstream of the exit. The overexpanded condition of maximum screech showed the most up-

stream switch over, while the underexpanded case showed the farthest downstream. Both of the

maximum screeching cases developed into a diamond cross sectional profile far downstream of the

exit, while the ideally expanded case maintained a rectangular shape. The overexpanded minimum

screeching case eventually decayed into an oblong profile.

In order to help bridge the substantial gap that exists in the understanding of jet development

from a moderate aspect ratio rectangular nozzle, a detailed characterization of the flow field issuing

from a 4:1 converging-diverging rectangular nozzle is performed. The jet is examined at ideally

expanded, as well as over and underexpanded conditions of maximum screech amplitude, and one

overexpanded minimum screeching condition. The description of ‘minimum screeching’ is used to

describe this case because the screech tone amplitude at this condition is marginally higher than

the broadband noise as shown by Alkislar (2001). The nozzle used for this investigation is the
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same as used by Alkislar et al. (2003). Alkislar (2001) recorded the screech tone amplitude with

varying fully expanded jet Mach number, Mj , and the data fit well with two second order curves;

one for each of the imperfectly expanded regions. The result of this can be seen in Fig. 1.2. It

was from this result that the maximum and minimum screech cases were selected and can be seen

as open circles in the figure. The velocity field is measured using particle image velocimetry (PIV)

at isothermal conditions (temperature ratio of 1.0) in both minor and major axis planes up to 30

nozzle heights. Stereoscopic PIV (SPIV) was also performed at select streamwise cross planes. The

focus of the current study is to provide a wider knowledge database of fundamental physics of non-

axisymmetric turbulent jets so that they may be more efficiently implemented in future aircraft.

This is accomplished through the investigation of jet spreading, streamwise velocity decay, and the

role of coherent streamwise vortices at each of the jet operating conditions.

3.2.1 Mean Streamwise Flow Characteristics

Velocity field measurements along the jet central plane were carried out corresponding to an

overexpanded at minimum screech (Mj = 1.20, Uj = 367 m/s), overexpanded maximum screech

(Mj = 1.29, Uj = 388 m/s), ideally expanded (Mj = 1.44, Uj = 420 m/s), and underexpanded

screeching (Mj = 1.69, Uj = 468 m/s) jet conditions using PIV. The results for both major and

minor axes are shown in colored contour plots in Fig. 3.21. Data is presented downstream from

x/h = 1 to avoid contamination caused by nozzle lip reflections.

Streamwise Velocity Contours. The planar velocity field for the ideally expanded jet is

seen in Figs. 3.21a and b. This figure shows the development of jet along its center plane in

both the minor and major axes. In the minor and major axes of the jet, the shear layers appear

to grow linearly past x/h ≈ 5. Quantitative measures of jet spreading will be presented in Fig.

3.23. Although the pressure conditions for this experiment were maintained for the jet to expand

perfectly, one can see the presence of weak Mach waves in both axes due to the inevitability of

manufacturing imperfections as well as a finite nozzle lip thickness. The core for this case extends

to x/h ≈ 11.

Figures 3.21c and d depicts minor and major axis planar PIV for the overexpanded, minimum

screeching operating condition found in Fig. 1.2. The presence of shock cells, periodic Mach discs,

a decrease in jet core length, and increased jet spreading as compared to ideally expanded jet

conditions are qualitatively noted. The minor axis of the jet shows a considerable spreading after

exiting the nozzle. The core in this case shortens to approximately 5 nozzle heights. Likewise, in
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the velocity field of the major axis of the nozzle, seen in Fig. 3.21d, the core reaches approximately

5h with periodic Mach discs visible along the centerline. Figure 3.21d shows necking/pinching of

the velocity field along the centerline. At the downstream extent of the data set, the jet along

the minor axis has grown considerably, whereas the original major axis is roughly the same size

it was upon exiting. There is a clear bulge in the jet column of the major axis around x/h ≈ 11

seen in Fig. 3.21d. After this point, the extent of the jet diminishes in the major axis direction.

This observation will be further elucidated by observation of the jet half width in the major axis,

presented subsequently.

Sub plots 3.21e and 3.21f shows the overexpanded jet operated with its screech tone amplitude

at a maximum for this nozzle. The jet in minor axis exhibits much larger spreading and the major

axis shows a more pronounced pinching of the jet core than the overexpanded minimum screeching

condition (Fig. 3.21c and d). This dramatic increase in jet spreading is attributed to the self

sustained strong screech feedback loop and jet flapping that are characteristic of this operating

condition. The much larger spreading rate seen in Fig. 3.21e seems to originate from the third

shock cell. This location has been shown by previous studies to be related to the source of the

screech tone and the point at which the flapping mode is the most visibly evident (Poldervaart

et al., 1968; Alkislar et al., 2003). At the most downstream location seen in Fig. 3.21e, the jet

about the z = 0 plane spans from y/h = ±4; twice that of the ideally expanded jet in Fig. 3.21a.

The major axis has maintained almost the same z axis extent as it had at the nozzle exit.

The underexpanded case of maximum screech amplitude is shown in Fig. 3.21g and h. This

operating condition shows the presence of strong expansion and contraction of the jet column as

well as the characteristic periodic shock cell structure. Seven shock cells can be seen in both the

major and minor axis views. This flow condition is again characterized by screech as described

by Powell (1953) and studied previously by Alkislar et al. (2003), Zaman (1996), Gutmark et al.

(1990), and many others. The spacing of the shock cell structures near the nozzle exit agrees well

with the proposed model by Tam (1988) for rectangular jets and is approximately 2.7h. The shock

cell spacing decreases near the end of the potential core, as the jet mixing layer thickens. In the

minor axis view of the jet, Fig. 3.21g, the initial thin shear layer shows a continual increasing

thickness. This characteristic of the jet is very different when compared to that of the case of

maximum screech in the overexpanded operating regime shown in Fig. 3.21e. The overexpanded

case shows a dramatic increase in spreading at x/h ≈ 5, whereas after this point, the growth rate

decreases. In the minor axis of the underexpanded jet, no decrease in jet spreading rate is noticed
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Figure 3.21: Streamwise velocity component, ū/Uj , for Mj = 1.44 (a,b), Mj = 1.20 (c,d),
Mj = 1.29 (e,f), and Mj = 1.69 (g,h) in the major and minor axes.

throughout the extent of the data set. These observations will be more quantitatively observed

in Fig. 3.23. The large jet spreading exhibited around the third shock cell in Fig. 3.21e is not

observed as clearly in this case, Fig. 3.21g. The major axis PIV data seen in Fig. 3.21h shows the

three dimensional nature of this jet; oblique shocks can be clearly seen reflecting off of the centerline

of the jet. In the major axis, the jet column bulges outward until x/h ≈ 16 and then begins to

shrink again. This will be more clearly shown with jet half width. Once again, the characteristic

major axis velocity profile is seen here as evident by the pinching of the jet core. By the furthest
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downstream point visualized, the major axis of the jet is almost equal to the major axis width of

the nozzle, w = 40mm. This observation clearly points to the fact that the enhanced mixing rates

of this class of nozzles, operated at these improperly expanded conditions, manifests by enhancing

the preferential spreading rate of the planar shear layer of the jet.

Centerline Velocity Decay. Figure 3.22 the centerline velocity decay and will help elucidate

qualitative observations made in Fig. 3.21. For the centerline velocity plots, the variables m2 and

m3 in the figure represent the linear slopes of each respective velocity decay region.
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Figure 3.22: Streamwise velocity, ū/Uj , along the jet centerline for a) Mj = 1.44, b)
Mj = 1.20, c) Mj = 1.29, and d) Mj = 1.69

It is well known that 3-D jets exhibit multiple regions of centerline velocity decay as shown

by Sforza et al. (1966); Krothapalli et al. (1981). The CD region is characterized by similarity in

velocity profiles of the minor axis while the AD region is defined by self similarity of the major

axis velocity profiles. In the case of this supersonic rectangular jet, similarity is seen in the minor
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axis profiles downstream of the end of the potential core, qualifying this region as the classical CD

region. By the farthest downstream extent of the data, the major axis profiles still do not achieve

similarity. The results of this can be seen in Fig. 3.25. Although only two of the three classical

regions are seen in this study, three distinct regions of centerline velocity decay are still noted. The

first is the potential core, followed by regions 2 (R2) and 3 (R3). Slopes for the velocity decay

regions and jet half width are shown in Fig. 3.22 and 3.23 for each case and summarized in Table

3.2.

Centerline streamwise velocities are extracted for each jet case and are presented in Fig. 3.22.

The centerline velocity decay of the ideally expanded case can be seen in Fig. 3.22a and three

distinct regions can be noted. A slightly imperfect expansion can be detected by the undulations

in velocity caused by weak Mach waves in the jet column. The potential core (PC) region of the

jet extends to x/h = 11 which is followed by region 2, which extends to about x/h ≈ 16.5. After

this, region 3 persists. The slightly low velocities in the jet core, seen in all cases, is a result of

the stagnation pressure being measured upstream of the flow conditioning devices. These devices

cause a small pressure drop; therefore, the exit velocity of the jet will not perfectly match values

calculated using isentropic relations. For the minimum screeching case, centerline velocity decay

is shown in Fig. 3.22b, and once again three regions can be determined; although the difference

between the two decay regions is hardly noticed. For the overexpanded, maximum screeching

case, seen in Fig. 3.22c, a similar trend for centerline velocity decay is noted compared to the

minimum screeching case. Figure 3.22d shows extracted centerline velocity for the underexpanded

jet operating condition. Here, large undulations caused by the strong expansion and contraction

of the jet column are noted. Once again, three regions of decay are observed, although R2 only

persists for about 4h.

Jet Half Width. Jet half width is extracted from planar PIV and is presented in Fig. 3.23 for

each operating condition. For these plots, variables k1 and k2 represent the jet half width growth

rate in the minor axis before and after the point of axis switching, respectively. Jet half width

is defined as the distance from the jet centerline to the point of half the local centerline velocity.

It is a measure of the spreading rate of jets and has been used by many to verify and quantify

axis switching and jet spreading (Hussain and Husain, 1989; Tillman et al., 1991; Alkislar et al.,

2003; Gutmark et al., 1990; Zaman, 1996; Rice and Raman, 1993). Here, the jet half widths in the

minor and major axes are non-dimensionalized by nozzle height and are shown as by/h and bz/h,

respectively. The intersection of minor axis jet half width, by/h, and major axis jet width, bz/h,
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Figure 3.23: Jet half width in the minor, by/h (solid symbols), and major axes, bz/h (open
symbols) as a function of non-dimensional axial distance for a) Mj = 1.44, b) Mj = 1.20,
c) Mj = 1.29, d) Mj = 1.69

indicates the point of axis switching, xc. In the case of the ideally expanded jet where no axis

switching is observed, kminor represent the jet half width growth rate along the minor axis, while

kmajor shows the single growth rate along the major axis.

Through observations made from the jet half-width plot for the ideally expanded case, Fig.

3.23a, both the major and minor axes show linear growth rates throughout the entire streamwise

range of observation. The jet half width in the plane contained by the minor axis does have a

larger growth rate, which is to be expected; kminor = 0.059 compared to kmajor = 0.044 for the

major axis. Moreover, these growth rates agree well with those found by Alkislar et al. (2003) and

Krothapalli et al. (1986). Through observation of the half-width plot shown in Fig. 3.23b, the

overexpanded, minimum-screeching case shows a point of axis switch at x/h = 15. From x/h = 6
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Table 3.2: Summary of results from Fig. 3.22 and 3.23

Mj m2 m3 xc/h k1 k2 kminor kmajor

1.20 -0.014 -0.018 15 0.12 0.088 - -
1.29 -0.015 -0.020 11 0.16 0.10 - -
1.44 -0.015 -0.021 - - - 0.059 0.044
1.69 -0.011 -0.024 16 0.085 0.14 - -

to the point of switch over, the minor axis jet half width grows with a slope of k1 = 0.12. After

this switching point, the growth rate decreases to k2 = 0.088, a 26% decrease in spreading rate.

While the minor axis shows continual positive growth, the major axis (open symbols) seems to

fit to a cubic polynomial. This behavior in the major axis was noted by previous researchers and

can be clearly seen through observation of Fig. 3.21 (Alkislar et al., 2003; Zaman, 1996). For the

overexpanded, maximum screeching case, seen in Fig. 3.23c, a similar trend for jet spreading is

noted compared to the minimum screeching case, Fig. 3.23b. For this operating condition, the axis

switching occurs by x/h ≈ 11. Once again, two distinct slopes before and after the switching point

are noted; k1 = 0.16 and k2 = 0.13, respectively. The major axis jet half width assumes the cubic

shape, although with a more pronounced dip than the overexpaned minimum screeching case. This

is most likely is due to the strong self excitation caused by screech. This cubic profile is to be

expected when looking back at the bulging and subsequent necking of the core region seen in, Fig.

3.21f. The minor discontinuity around x/h = 15 is due to the stitching of the two PIV windows

as described in section 2.4. The jet half width for the underexpanded screeching jet can be seen

in Fig. 3.23d. Near the nozzle, undulations in the jet half width in both axes can be noted and is

attributed to the strong shock chain near the exit. Unlike the other axis switching cases, for this

operating condition, the slope before the cross over is less than that of after, k1 = 0.085 compared

to k2 = 0.14. The growth rate of the jet in the minor axis before the cross over point is only half

that of the upstream growth rate for the overexpanded case of maximum screech. After the switch

over point, the growth rate becomes comparable to the max growth rate found in the overexpanded

maximum screeching jet. However, similarities are noted, including the cubic appearance of the

major axis jet half width and two distinct slopes on either side of the switch over point, x/h = 16,

for the minor axis. The point of axis switching for this case agrees well with Alkislar et al. (2003)

and Krothapalli et al. (1981) in which it was put forth that the point of switch over had a linear

relationship to nozzle aspect ratio, x/h ∼ 4AR. However, this relationship is not followed by the

other imperfectly expanded cases.
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The locations of axis switching for the cases examined were x/h = 11, 15, and 16 for the

overexpanded maximum screeching, overexpanded minimum screeching, and underexpanded cases,

respectively. Many other researchers have studied and tracked the point of axis switching. It

is found that the results obtained in this study are in good agreement with previous work. As

expected, the location of axis switching obtained here for the underexpanded case match well with

Alkislar et al. (2003). Results also agree well with results from Rice and Raman (1993), in which

their C-D nozzle (AR - 4.82) exhibited an axis switch at X/Hexit ≈ 11 when the jet underwent

induced screech. Here, X is streamwise distance, and Hexit is the smallest exit dimension of the

nozzle (just as in the present study). This location is very close to the location of switch over found

for the overexpanded maximum screeching case discovered here. An excited jet studied by Zaman

(1996), was found to have an axis switch over location at xc/h ≈ 9.75. This result was obtained

for Mj = 0.31 rectangular jet of aspect ratio 3 with an acoustic excitation at St = 0.6. A study by

Gutmark et al. (1990) showed that the axis switching location for a Mj = 1.5, aspect ratio of 3:1,

rectangular jet was at x/h = 4.89.

Velocity Profiles. Velocity profiles have been extracted for both axes at several streamwise

locations and is illustrated in Fig. 3.24. The solid symbols represent the minor axis velocity profiles

and are plotted with y/h on the ordinate and x/h on the abscissa, while the major axis profiles are

plotted with open symbols and use z/h on the ordinate. The velocity is non-dimensionalized by

Uj/3 to allow for the spacing between extracted profiles (every 3h) to be equal to the fully expanded

jet velocity, Uj . For the ideally expanded case, Fig. 3.24a, at the extent of the data region, the

minor axis has still not become larger than the major, although it has grown considerably from

its original size as was noted through observations made from the contour plots in Figs. 3.21a and

b. Extracted velocity profiles for the minimum screeching case can be seen in Fig. 3.24b, and it is

noted that the extent of the major and minor axes is equal at about x/h ≈ 14, and is further proof

of the switching of axes. A similar behavior is noted in Fig. 3.24c, for the overexpanded maximum

screeching condition with the minor axis overtaking the major just after x/h ≈ 10. Figure 3.24d

shows the effect that strong three dimensional shock cell structures has on the velocity profile. This

is clear through observations of the major axis (open symbols) at the x/h = 6 where the velocity

profile takes on a saddle profile. The minor axis exceeds the extent of the major axis between

x/h = 14 and x/h = 18 which is exactly what was shown through the jet half width plot in Fig.

3.23d.
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Figure 3.24: Velocity profiles at select streamwise planes in minor axis (solid symbols)
and major axis (open symbols). Distance between solid vertical lines represents the fully
expanded jet velocity, Uj , for that respective case.

Velocity Profile Similarity. The velocity profiles from the rectangular supersonic nozzle

at all four operating conditions exhibits self similarity in the minor axis downstream of the po-

tential core. This observation is consistent with findings by Sforza et al. (1966) and Krothapalli

et al. (1981). In order to show the collapse of velocity profiles, the streamwise velocity, non-

dimensionalized by local centerline velocity, Uc, plotted against η = y/x for the minor axis and

ζ = z/x for major axis profiles, is shown in Fig. 3.25. While the minor axis velocity profiles (Fig.

3.25 a,c,e,g) show collapse, the major axis profiles (Fig. 3.25 b,d,e,h) do not.

3.2.2 Mean Cross Plane Jet Development

Mean Velocity Fields. Spurred from observations made on the previously presented stream-

wise PIV measurements, three component velocity measurements in select cross planes were ob-

tained. The aim was to study the effect and influence of streamwise vorticity on jet development,

and to visualize the axis switching present in the non-ideally expanded cases seen in Fig. 3.23. Fig-

ure 3.26 shows the non-dimensional average streamwise velocity, ū/Uj , as color contours for each

of the cases. Portions of the jet corresponding to streamwise velocities below roughly 0.1Uj for

the the ideally expanded case have been removed to provide a clear view of the jet cross sectional

development.
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Figure 3.25: Velocity profiles similarity at select streamwise planes, for both jet axes and
operating conditions.
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In all four cases, the jet shape at the initial cross plane, x/h = 2, mimics the exit geometry of

the nozzle. Any disturbances made from the screech feedback loop or corner vortices are not visible

at this location due to insufficient distance needed for the growth of these structures to begin to

influence the global flow field.

a) Mj = 1.20 b) Mj = 1.29

c) Mj = 1.44 d) Mj = 1.69

Figure 3.26: Average streamwise velocity component, ū/Uj , is plotted on the colored
contour plot for (a) Mj = 1.20, (b) Mj = 1.29, (c) Mj = 1.44, (d) Mj = 1.69.

Progressing to the next cross plane, x/h = 6, some clear differences in the jet development

can be noted. In Figs. 3.26b and d, corresponding to the maximum screeching conditions, there

is some clear spreading/bulging in the y direction, as compared to the minimum screeching and

ideally expanded cases. In the overexpanded maximum screeching case, Fig. 3.26b, it seems that

the streamwise structures excited by the screech feedback loop may have manifested themselves in

the jet column and have begun to have a significant impact on the jet cross section by this plane.

The less noticeable bulging in the underexpanded screeching case, Fig. 3.26d at x/h = 6, may be

attributed to the fact that development of streamwise structures has a strong dependence on the

shock cell number from the exit and source of screech (typically the third shock cell) (Krothapalli

et al., 1986; Poldervaart et al., 1968). Therefore, the development of streamwise structures in
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underexpanded jets will occur at positions downstream of those produced by overexpanded jets.

In the underexpanded screeching jet, Fig. 3.26d, at x/h = 6, one can notice two regions of higher

streamwise velocities near the edges of the major axis due to irregular reflections of oblique shocks.

The flow through the center of the jet experiences a much stronger deceleration as it traverses the

normal shock as compared to the flow near the periphery, which travels through weaker oblique

shocks. At x/h = 6, the minimum screeching case and ideally expanded case maintain their

rectangular cross section, although slight undulations can be noted in the corner regions of the

ideally expanded case. These undulations could be caused by the corner vortices initiated inside of

the nozzle that are finally large enough to influence the jet development. Due to the lack of strong

shocks in this jet column, these vortex pairs are free to convect downstream, eventually producing

the wavy cross section noted for all subsequent planes of Fig. 3.26c.

At the next cross plane, x/h = 12, Fig. 3.26a, shows no significant change in cross sectional

area. From this point onward, the jet decays without surprising changes. By the final cross plane, a

slightly oblong profile has been obtained. The ideally expanded case at x/h = 12, Fig. 3.26c, shows

the growth and continued influence of streamwise structures manifesting themselves as undulations

around the perimeter of the jet. The cases characterized by maximum screech tone amplitude,

Fig. 3.26b and d, begin to resemble each other and hint at the strong influence streamwise vortices

have on jet development. By the final cross plane, x/h = 25, the maximum screeching cases, Fig.

3.26b and d, have clearly shown an axis switch over, while the ideally expanded case, Fig. 3.26c,

has maintained its rectangular cross section; although the aspect ratio has changed due to the

preferential spreading of the planar shear layer.

It is evident from all of the cases that the minor axis grows considerably faster than the major

axis, which corresponds to the observations made in the jet half width plot, Fig. 3.23. Striking sim-

ilarities between the maximum screeching cases, Fig. 3.26b and d, are noted and can be attributed

to the screech self excitation governing these flow fields. It seems that the onset of strong spreading

in the y direction is correlated to the source of jet screech and the production of strong streamwise

vortices. The screech feedback loop excites/amplifies counter rotating vortex pairs (CVPs) in the

planar shear layer which causes the large jet spreading in the original minor axis of the nozzle.

Mean Vorticity Fields. Figure 3.27 shows the non-dimensionalized streamwise vorticity,

ωxh/Uj , for each jet condition at four streamwise locations. The first cross plane visualized for

all cases, x/h = 2, did not elucidate any vortex structures, therefore the first plane of interest is

x/h = 6. Also, note that the non-dimensionalized vorticity levels for the maximum screeching cases,
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Figs. 3.27b and d, is ±0.2, while the overexpanded minimum screeching and ideally expanded case,

is half of that range, ±0.1, centered about 0.

The overexpanded minimum screeching case, seen in Fig. 3.27a, does not show strong stream-

wise structures except at x/h = 6. In this plane, one can notice stronger vortex structures in the

corner regions of the jet due to secondary flow within the nozzle. With very little self excitation

and shocks present in the core, these structures dissipate very rapidly and have little impact on

the jet development downstream of this plane. Further downstream planes show only very weak

streamwise vortices and it is inferred that streamwise vorticity does not play a major role in this

jet’s development.

For the overexpanded maximum screeching case, Fig. 3.27b, organized and very strong stream-

wise vortex structures that are orientated to spread the jet in the ±y direction are noted. One can

easily notice corner vortex pairs in all four corners, as well as four more counter rotating vortex

pairs (CVPs) in the planar shear layers. It is these CVPs that will interact and produce the effect

of axis switching by x/h = 11, as seen from Fig. 3.23c. Moving to the next cross plane, x/h = 12,

it can be seen that the CVPs in the upper and lower planar shear layers have combined to form

two larger and weaker CVPs that dominate the flow field from this location onward. The vectors

shown represent the in-plane velocities, v̄/Uj and w̄/Uj and clearly demonstrate the influence these

vortices have on the jet spreading in the y direction. These streamwise structures impart consid-

erable v velocity (∼ 20m/s) in the jet. By the next cross plane, x/h = 16, the vortex pairs have

moved through induced velocity upon each other and is observed by further spreading of the jet

in the y direction. This trend continues downstream as the jet continues to spread vertically while

the vortices lose strength due to viscous dissipation.

For the two overexpanded cases presented above, one was dominated by screech that caused

strong streamwise structures, while the other hardly had any considerable streamwise vortex effects.

The former case switched axes by x/h = 11, while the latter, not effected by ‘screech’, switched

axes at a point 15h downstream of the exit. This accelerated axis switching can be attributed to

the self excitation caused by the screech tone and the consequential strong streamwise structures

formed.

For the ideally expanded jet at x/h = 6, Fig. 3.27c, corner vortex pairs are present, however, the

CVPs seen previously in the planar shear layers of the Mj = 1.29 case, are not observed. Instead,

alternating vortex pattern is observed here. The minor axis, h, of this nozzle is large enough to

allow the formation of four individual CVPs in the corner regions instead of only two as seen by
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a) Mj = 1.20 b) Mj = 1.29

c) Mj = 1.44 d) Mj = 1.69

Figure 3.27: Streamwise vorticity, ωxh/Uj , is plotted on the colored contour plot for (a)
Mj = 1.20, (b) Mj = 1.29, (c) Mj = 1.44 - see color bar from (a), (d) Mj = 1.69 - see
color bar from (b)

some researchers studying higher aspect ratio rectangular jets (Zaman, 1996). As the jet evolves

to the next cross plane, x/h = 12, the streamwise vortices have grown and formed an alternating

pattern of positive and negative vorticity around the perimeter of the jet; lending to the undulated

jet cross section seen in Fig. 3.26c. These vortices continue to interact, aiding the spread of the jet

in the y direction, producing the rectangular profile of reduced aspect ratio seen at x/h = 25.

At the first plane shown for the underexpanded screeching case, x/h = 6 in Fig. 3.27d, weak

corner vortex pairs and two regions of positive and negative vorticity in the upper and lower planar

shear layers can be seen. This plane is measured at the end of the second shock cell and the vortices

causing the axis switching in the supersonic regime may have not yet been amplified. As the jet

evolves to the next cross plane, x/h = 12, it can be clearly seen that the very faint regions in the

planar shear layers noted in the previous plane have been amplified and now saturate the color bar

of -0.2 to 0.2. It makes sense that the amplification of the streamwise structures would be noted

in the x/h = 12 plane and not in the x/h = 6 plane due to the fact that these locations straddle

the location of the production of the screech tone (about the end of the third shock cell). At this
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location, in-plane vectors, v̄/Uj and w̄/Uj , have been superimposed upon the image to clearly show

the effect that the streamwise vortices have on the development of the jet cross section. At the

x/h = 12 plane, it can be clearly seen that some of the in-plane vectors are pointing towards the

center due to the presence of the normal shock at this location, seen in Fig. 3.21g and h. The

dominant CVPs spread the jet in the ±y direction. The cross planes x/h = 12 and 16, have a

very similar streamwise vorticity distribution compared to the overexpanded maximum screeching

case seen in Fig. 3.27b. By x/h = 16, remnants of the corner vortices can be seen, however their

strength is less than half of the dominating vortex pairs. Just as in the other maximum screeching

case, these strong vortex pairs lead to the axis switching as expected through observations made

from the jet half width plot, Fig. 3.23. Here, the dominating CVPs show significant spreading of

the jet in the original minor axis direction as clearly seen by overlaid vectors. It is at this plane,

x/h = 16, that the CVPs interact to produce the increase in jet spreading noted by the distinct

change in jet half width slope (k1 = 0.085 to k2 = 0.14) shown in Fig. 3.23d. By the furthest

downstream location, x/h = 25, the corner vortices have completely dissipated, while the vortices

that originated from the planar shear layers have completely reoriented the minor and major axes

of the jet.

It is interesting to note that strong streamwise structures, barring corner vortices, are only seen

past the third shock cell in the imperfectly expanded cases. Although no strong structures are seen

in Fig. 3.27a, the first cross plane shown was taken at a location that was already two shock cells

downstream of the third shock cell. By this point, without strong excitation, it is believed that

the structures induced by the screech tone have diminished in strength. In the ideally expanded

case, Fig. 3.27c, no streamwise structures are preferentially amplified as in the other imperfectly

expanded cases. For the overexpanded maximum screeching case, Fig. 3.27b, the first plane shown,

x/h = 6, is taken at the end of the fourth shock cell and very intense streamwise vortices are seen.

Likewise, in the underexpanded screeching case, Fig. 3.27d, the first plane does not show strong

structures except in the corner regions, but by the second cross plane, x/h = 12 (end of fourth

shock cell), amplification of the original CVPs in the upper and lower shear layers can be observed.

From these observations, one can reason that the strong streamwise structures that dominate the

flow field in the maximum screeching cases receive their amplification from the intense screech tone

that typically originates from the end of the third shock cell.
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Figure 3.28: Transverse rms velocities, vrms/Uj and wrms/Uj along the jet centerline with
streamwise distance.

3.2.3 Turbulent Characteristics

In this section, transverse fluctuating (rms) velocity components, vrms/Uj and wrms/Uj , rep-

resenting the orthogonal velocity fluctuations in the minor and major axes directions respectively,

will be presented. Both transverse fluctuating velocity components for the over-expanded minimum

screeching condition plotted against streamwise distance can be seen in Fig. 3.28a. Immediately

after the jet’s exit from the nozzle, vrms/Uj shows a rapid increase until x/h ≈ 8. After this point,

the fluctuation levels slightly decrease and the values asymptote to approximately 7.5% of Uj . The

fluctuation in the original major axis direction, wrms/Uj , demonstrates a smooth, gradual, increase

until x/h ≈ 15; before this point the values are considerably lower compared to vrms/Uj . Down-

stream of this location, the fluctuations asymptote to about 9% of Uj and are consistently higher

than vrms/Uj . The location at which these plots cross seems to be related to the point of axis

switch over. The case of overexpanded, maximum screech, is presented in Fig. 3.28b, and follows
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a very similar trend as discussed above for the previous case. For this case, similar asymptotic

levels are attained, and the point of cross over of the lines is moved upstream to about x/h = 12.

This follows the same trend as found through observations of Fig. 3.23. For the ideally expanded

case, Mj = 1.44, the tranverse velocity fluctuations in both axes of the jet monotonically increasing

and the values are comparable for all distances downstream of the nozzle exit (Fig. 3.28c). From

this result it can be determined that the jet does not show a preferential flapping mode in this

non-excited state. In Fig. 3.28d, representing the underexpanded operating condition, the large

fluctuation of the vrms clearly indicates a strong flapping of the jet. The local peaks of this curve

correspond to the end of shock cells and is in accordance with literature (Alkislar et al., 2003).

Once again, the transverse fluctuations in the major axis direction, wrms/Uj , become larger than

vrms/Uj far downstream. For all cases presented except for the ideally expanded, Mj = 1.44 case,

the transverse velocity fluctuations along the original major axis, wrms become higher than that of

the vrms component and is tied to the fact that all of these cases exhibit the phenomenon of axis

switching.

3.2.4 Conclusion

The rectangular jet examined in this study issued from a supersonic rectangular nozzle with

an aspect ratio of 4:1, and was operated ideally expanded, at two cases of maximum screech

intensity (over and underexpanded), as well as one imperfectly expanded, but minimum screeching

condition. Planar and stereoscopic PIV was utilized to compare the jet spreading and development

for the aforementioned operating conditions. Flow visualization results clearly demonstrated the

jet can be strongly influenced by streamwise vortices and they can completely dominate the jet

spreading in self excited cases. The overexpanded minimum screeching case showed rapid decay

of jet centerline velocity and vortex strength. This case showed oblong profiles past x/h = 16.

Streamwise vortices did not seem to play a major role in the spreading of this case as no coherent

vortex dynamics are seen past x/h = 6. This case was shown to undergo axis switching at x/h ≈

15. The overexpanded maximum screeching case exhibited the phenomenon of axis switching by

x/h ≈ 11. This accelerated switch over is attributed to self excitation due to the natural screech

tone that produces strong streamwise vortices in the planar shear layer. In case of the ideally

expanded condition, velocity field results revealed that the jet maintained a rectangular profile far

downstream of the exit with corrugations around the jet perimeter. The aspect ratio of the jet

decreased from 4:1 to approximately 2:1 at 30 nozzle heights downstream. For the underexpanded

case, corner vortices were still present in the initial development of the jet, but two more counter
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rotating vortex pairs appeared in the flow along the initially long axis of the jet; possibly caused

by the screech tone of the jet. These streamwise vortices grew as they convected downstream

producing a rapid spread of the jet in the minor axis direction. This strengthening of streamwise

vortices can be perhaps attributed to a redistribution of azimuthal vorticity to the streamwise

direction driven by the screech feedback loop. This lead to an eventual switching of the axes at

x/h ≈ 16. It seems that the amplification of the strong streamwise structures that caused the

dramatic axis switching in the maximum screeching cases, does not occur before the conventional

screech source location. This is noted by the presence of weak structures at the x/h = 6 plane

(end of 2nd shock cell) of the underexpanded jet but strong structures by x/h = 12 (end of 4th

shock cell). In the overexpanded maximum screeching case, very strong vortex structures are noted

at a location that is immediately downstream of the third shock cell, seen from the planar PIV.

Through observations of the transverse fluctuating velocities along the centerline of the jets, it was

determined that for all cases except ideally expanded, the fluctuations in the major axis direction,

wrms became larger than those in the minor axis, vrms. The exchange of dominance of these

quantities seems to be tied to the point of axis switching. Based upon the jet operating condition,

vast changes in jet spreading, centerline velocity decay, and streamwise vortex structure have been

examined and described herein. The present comprehensive database will also be very useful for

the development and validation of jet noise prediction tools.
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSIONS

The object of this work was two fold: 1) to determine the effect that nozzle exit geometry plays

in the role of jet development and radiated jet noise and 2) to determine the role screech intensity

plays in the jet development and streamwise vortex excitation of a supersonic rectangular jet.

These goals were realized with non-intrusive velocity measurements (PIV) in both the central

streamwise planes of the asymmetric jets, as well three component velocity measurements at select

cross planes. Also, far field acoustic measurements were made for the sonic nozzles within an

anechoic chamber.

It was determined that the nozzle exit geometry plays an important role in jet development

and key differences are observed when compared to an equivalent circular jet. It was shown that

the inner and outer boundaries of the shear layer behave differently in the major and minor axis

of the asymmetric jets. These differences are connected to the onset of the characteristic and

axisymmetric decay regions. The boundaries of the shear layer in the minor axis of the asymmetric

jets behave similarly to the round jet. The growth rate of the overall shear layer was found to be

similar for all jet geometries, with a majority of growth achieved by the outer boundary. While the

shear layers grow similarly, the jet half width of the asymmetric jets in the minor axis plane grow

considerably faster than the round jet. The half width in the major axis plane grows more slowly

than the comparable round jet. It was shown that the nozzle exit geometry can introduce significant

streamwise vorticity on the low speed side of the shear layer. The rectangular jet showed the most

streamwise vorticity, while the round jet showed the least. From investigation of the centerline

transverse rms velocities, it was shown that the asymmetric jets exhibited a flapping mode, as

evident from larger rms values in the y axis direction (along the minor axis). It was discovered

that if the hydraulic diameter is used to non-dimensionalize streamwise distance, good collapse

between nozzle geometries is noted for the centerline streamwise velocity and centerline turbulent

kinetic energy; suggesting this parameter somehow describes the initial jet development. However,

the equivalent diameter is still relevant for thrust considerations of propulsive nozzles. It was

observed that the minor axis plane of the asymmetric jets became louder than the round jet at

high frequencies and polar angles greater than about 110◦. The major axis however was considerably
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quieter than the round jet. These observations were quantified through the extraction of octave

band SPL levels. With regards to acoustics, the majority of differences the nozzle geometry imparts

is observable at large polar angles and high frequencies.

From the investigation of various levels of screech tone on the development of the supersonic

rectangular jet it was determined that there is a strong tie between the amplitude of screech, the

jet spreading rate, and the production of streamwise vortices. It was determined that the onset of

strong streamwise vortices is intimately connected to the source of the screech tone, typically taken

as the third shock cell. From investigation of the jet spreading, it was clear that the majority of the

spreading occurs in the minor axis plane. The jet half width for the ideally expanded case exhibited

constant linear growth in both axes over the streamwise range of inspection. On the contrary, the

imperfectly expanded, axis switching cases, exhibited two distinct linear slopes on either side of

the switch over point in the minor axis. The switch over locations were found to be x/h = 11,

15, and 16 for the overexpanded maximum screeching, overexpanded minimum screeching, and

underexpanded maximum screeching case, respectively. The major jet half width profiles in these

cases exhibited a cubic polynomial shape. From observation of the rms transverse velocities along

the each jet’s centerline showed that the vrms value was larger than the wrms until the point of

axis switching for the imperfectly expanded cases, and throughout the range of measurement for

the ideally expanded case.
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CHAPTER 5

FUTURE WORK

Being that the asymmetric nozzles holds promise for future generation tactical aircraft, considerably

more research needs to be done in regard to flow physics and its connection to radiated acoustics.

In order to further the work presented in the body of this document, time resolved measure-

ments should be made. With the emergence of high speed lasers and cameras, high speed PIV

measurements are realizable at the laboratory scale. A study in time resolved PIV combined with

near field acoustic measurements would provide considerable insight into the aeroacoustic noise

sources from subsonic as well as supersonic jets; both asymmetric and circular geometries.

This comprehensive baseline work provides a solid foundation from which the development of

active flow control techniques for asymmetric jets can be built. These new control techniques should

take advantage of the naturally occurring streamwise vortex structures. Up to this point in time,

the vast majority of flow control applications have centered around the basic round jet.

The effect of jet temperature with respect to the evolution of asymmetric jets and acoustic is

something that should also be investigated. It is well known that density ratio and temperature

play a role in jet development but few studies have been done on these parameters on asymmetric

nozzle geometries. This capability is already realizable for PIV at moderate temperature ratios

in the STOVL facility at FSU with the use of a high smoke oil (avocado oil). Particle image

velocimetry is preferable to probe measurements since they are non-intrusive and offer breadth and

depth of data. Safe seeding methods to reach higher temperatures (not solid particles) should be

investigated to allow experiments to be conducted at more relevant temperatures.

Non-circular jet impingement is another potential next step for this baseline study. The jet

impingement problem is one that has been relevant for many years, however, the majority of work

has focused on circular geometries. If military organizations are planning to implement non-circular

geometries onto carrier aircraft, the flow physics of these jets impinging against jet blast deflectors

would be a very important and useful body of research.

Another logical next step in this work is to operate the rectangular, elliptic, and round jet

at various underexpanded operating conditions and investigate the excited streamwise structures

in the asymmetric jet cases compared to the round jet. This study would help investigate the
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susceptibility of excitation of streamwise structures from jet of various geometries. Furthermore,

far field acoustics measurements on these supersonic asymmetric jets to determine the consequence

axis switching has on the acoustic far field.

Finally, a modification of the baseline rectangular geometries studied here by the addition of

an aft-deck attachment and the determination of the consequences imparted in the flow field and

acoustic would be a very relevant application based next step.
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APPENDIX A

SUPERSONIC OPERATING CONDITIONS

A.1 Introduction

Asymmetric supersonic jets have been studied in the past to investigate all of potential benefits

this class of nozzles has compared to axisymmetric ones. Many of the studies have been focused

on converging nozzles operated underexpanded. Most of the time, the jet is subjected to strong

screech tones. These tones excite natural instabilities within the jet and can cause dramatic increase

in spreading in the original minor axis direction of the jet. This chapter will focus on the two

sonic asymmetric jets (rectangular and elliptic), as well as a round jet operated at Mj = 1.29.

Comparisons between each of the nozzle geometries will be made concerning velocity distribution,

jet spreading, streamwise vorticity, turbulent quantities, and finally far field acoustics.

A.2 Streamwise Velocity Distribution

Colored contour plots of streamwise velocity for the three jets in both the major and minor

axes central plane can be found in Fig. A.1. The solid black line on each plot represents the 95%

contour level and is helpful in identifying core length, shock structure, and jet profiles near the

collapse of the potential core. Right away, Fig. A.1 shows the dramatic difference between the

various jet’s core length. The rectangular jet, Fig. A.1a and b, shows the shortest core length,

while the round jet, Fig. A.1e, shows the longest. This is to be expected since the rectangular

nozzle has the smallest defining dimension, while the round jet; the largest. The 95% contour line

also elucidates some very interesting features of the rectangular jet in the major axis (Fig. A.1b).

Near the collapse of the potential core, the jet assumes a saddle type profile, with a single shock

cell at the centerline. The careful observer will notice that this characteristic saddle shape profile

extends beyond the outline of the 95% contor outline. This shape could be brought on by strong

streamwise vortices causing velocity deficits by entraining low momentum fluid into the jet core.

This will be further investigated at a later point with SPIV. It seems that these inferred strong

streamwise structures causes a drastic pinching of the jet core at x/Deq = 4.4 (visible in Fig. A.1b).

This pinching of the jet towards z/Deq = 0 causes a bulging of high velocity region in the minor axis

plane at the same location (A.1a) and also corresponding to large shear layer growth rates. The
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number of shock cells contained within each jet is also worth noting. For the round jet, Fig. A.1e,

there exists 8 shock cells. The rectangular and elliptic jet only clearly show 4 and 5, respectively.

Figure A.1 clearly shows the dramatic difference in spreading rates for each of the asymmetric

jets between the two axes. The minor axis of both jets shows large spreading the in ±y direction

and hardly any spreading (possibly contraction of the jet) in the ±z direction. The large spreading

in the asymmetric jets in the minor axis is most likely due to the strong flapping mode excited by

screech tones. The flapping mode has been shown by many researchers to be the dominate mode.

Contour plots are useful in observing qualitative and high level information about the jet de-

velopment, but extraction of data is needed to make concrete statements. Extracted quantities will

be presented in the following sections.

A.2.1 Centerline Velocity Decay

Figure A.2 shows extracted streamwise velocity values non-dimensionalized by the fully ex-

panded jet velocity, Uj , for each of the sonic nozzle geometries operated at Mj = 1.29. Figure A.2a

represents all centerline profiles on one graph while sub figures b-d show the rectangular, elliptic,

and round jets respectively. The potential core for each jet is normalized to a value slightly less

than unity because the stagnation pressure in the STOVL facility is taken upstream of the flow

condition screens. The pressure drop imposed by these screens is not taken into account when

nondimensionalizing. The fully expanded jet velocity, Uj , is calculated from isentropic relations

and a room temperature for the stagnation total temperature. It is well known that 3 dimensional

jets exhibit 3 distinct regions of centerline velocity decay. However, the three regions denoted in this

figure for the two asyemmetric jets are not these classical regions. Much like discussed previously,

the three regions presented here are the potential core (PC), region II, and region III. The two

velocity decay regions are separated by distinct changes slope. The investigation of velocity profile

similarity will be presented in an ensuing section. It will be shown there that the velocity profile

similarity in the minor axis classify regions II and III as being a part of the characteristic (CD)

region.

The rectangular jet centerline velocity decay, shown in Fig. A.2b, shows a core length of about

3Deq. The decay rate in region II is found to be kII = −0.021, which persists from the end of the

potential core until x/Deq ≈ 4.4. After this point, regions III persists with a decay rate of -0.046.

The elliptic jet, shown in Fig. A.2c, has a core that extends to x/Deq = 4. The five shock cells

can be noted in this region by counting the peaks. The slopes of region II and III are not extremely
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Figure A.1: Average streamwise velocity component, ū/Uj , operated at M = 1.29 for the
rectangular nozzle (a,b), elliptic nozzle (c,d), and round nozzle (e).

distinguishable, none the less, noticeable. Region II decays at a rate of -0.037 and extends to about

x/Deq = 6.4. After this streamwise location, region III continues and decays at kIII = −0.049.

The round jet decay is shown in Fig. A.2d. Some marked difference can be immediately observed

when compared to the two asymmetric jets. One difference is the length of the core extends to

approximately 6Deq, almost 2Deq longer than the elliptic jet. Another difference is the strength of

the shock cells. This jet exhibits the most and strongest shocks when compared to the other two

jets. Unsurprisingly, this jet only has one decay rate (only one physical defining dimension of the
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nozzle exit), however, this decay rate is over 50% higher than the next highest decay rate (-0.049

from region III of the elliptic jet).

Of the two asymetric jets shown, both exhibit faster decay in region III. This however, is

opposite of that which was shown for the Mj = 0.9 jet.
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Figure A.2: Centerline velocity, ū/Uj , decay with streamwise distance, x/Deq, for round,
rectangular, and elliptic jets at M = 1.29. a) summary plot, b) rectangular jet, c) elliptic
jet, d) round jet.

A.2.2 Similarity of Velocity Profiles

Figure A.3 shows a velocity profile similarity study for each of the nozzles in both axes for

the Mj = 1.29 jets. Streamwise velocity, non-dimensionalized by the local centerline streamwise

velocity, Uc, is plotted on the y axis for subfigures a-d. Non-dimensional transverse distance,

η = y/x for the minor axis profiles, and ζ = z/x for the major axis, is plotted on the x-axis.

The velocity profiles shown in this figure are taken past the end of the potential core for each jet.
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The collapse of the minor axis velocity profiles (Fig. A.3a,b and e) for the rectangular, elliptic,

and round jet show that the jet is within the CD region throughout the extent of the streamwise

distnace at hand. When velocity profiles show similarity in the major axis, the jet can be classified

as ’axisymetric decay’. As can be clearly seen through observations of Fig. A.3c and d the velocity

profiles do not show self similarity, although they approach similarity as the streamwise location

the profile is taken moves downstream.

A.3 Jet Spreading

Jet spreading is a very important characteristic of jet mixing necessary to fully understand the

jet development. Figure A.4 shows a wealth of information for all three nozzles operated Mj = 1.29.

Within each plot, the outer locus of the shear layer (δ10), the inner locus (δ90), and the shear layer

thickness (δ10 - δ10), all non-dimensionalized by the equivalent diameter is shown. Jet half width is

also used to quantify jet spreading. This quantity is defined as the distance between the centerline

and a location perpendicular to the jet axis with a value of half the centerline velocity. This will

be shown as by/Deq for jet half width in the minor axis and bz/Deq in the major axis. The by/Deq

version will also be used to describe the round jet.

A.3.1 Shear Layer Growth

Figure A.4a shows the shear layer growth in the minor axis of the rectangular jet. Through

observation of this plot, the rapid spreading of the jet in this direction can be clearly seen. The

shear layer achieves most of its thickness through growth by the outer bound of shear layer. The

inner-most location of the shear layer stay at a relatively constant location until about x/Deq ≈ 3.2.

After this location, the 10% location of the shear layer grows away from the jet centerline. This

outward growth of the 10% location can be explained once the shear layer growth in the major

axis for the rectangular is studied. This information is found in Fig. A.4b. Immediately, a strange

behavior can be noted. Initially, the inner bound of the shear layer begins growing slowly towards

the jet centerline, y = 0, until about x/Deq ≈ 3.2. Past this location, the inner location of the

shear layer quickly moves towards the y = 0 plane. This collapse, causes a dramatic increase in

shear layer thickness as noted by the rapid growth of the blue line in Fig. A.4b. It is interesting

to note that although the inner bound of the shear layer behaves erratically, the outer bound is

relatively un-perturbed, and continues to grow almost linearly. This suggests that the phenomenon

responsible for the strong contraction of the δ90 line, has only a minor impact of the outward
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Figure A.3: Velocity profile similarity for rectangular and elliptic jets. Sub figures a and
b represent the rectangular and elliptic jets in the minor axis respectively, while c and
d represent the rectangular and elliptic jets in the major axis respectively. Sub figure e
shows the velocity profile similarity in the round jet.
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Figure A.4: Jet half width, shear layer thickness, and location of the outer and inner
extent of the shear layer is plotted for each nozzle in both axes for Mj = 1.29 versus
streamwise distance. a) Rectangular jet, minor axis; b) Rectangular jet, major axis; c)
Elliptic jet, minor axis; d) Elliptic jet, major axis; e) Round jet
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spreading of the jet in the major axis direction. This observation suggests that if there are strong

streamwise structures acting in this case, they would oriented as inflow pairs and influence the

growth of the inner shear layer.

The minor axis of the elliptic jet, shown in Fig. A.4c, behaves similarly when compared to the

rectangular jet in the same axis. In this axis, the shear layer growth is once again accomplished by

spreading of the outer bound of the shear layer into the ambient medium. In the major axis of this

jet, Fig. A.4d, some similarities are noticed when compared to the major axis of the rectangular

jet. In this case, the inner bound of the shear layer grow rapidly, yet linearly, towards the jet

centerline. The major axis here behaves similarly to the rectangular jet. A slight bulge in the outer

bound of the shear layer can be seen around x/Deq = 4.4.

The shear layer characteristics for the round jet can be seen in Fig. A.4e. The outer-bound, δ10,

grows with two distinct slopes. The change in slope occurs right after the end of the potential core.

The shear layer thickness follows the growth of the outer bound very closely. The inner bound, δ90,

grows towards the centerline until the end of the potential core for this case, albiet more slowly

than the outer bound of the shear layer grows outward. In this case, the inner-bound grows towards

the centerline with a slope of -0.038 while the outer bound grows outward with a slope of 0.094.

A.3.2 Jet Half Width

The jet half width in both axes of the asymmetric jets and the round jet at Mj = 1.29 can

be seen in Fig. A.5. Figure A.5a shows the rectangular jet. From observation of this figure, it

can be shown that the minor axis grows much more than that of the major axis. The point of

axis switch-over (when by and bz cross) occurs at about x/Deq ≈ 5. Just before this location, the

minor axis shows a steep growth rate that subsides just after this point. For the remainder of the

observation extent, the half width in the minor axis grows with a growth rate of 0.14. In the major

axis, a strong contraction of the jet can be noticed. It seems that major axis jet half width would

be fit well with a third order polynomial. The slight discontinuity around x/Deq ≈ 7.2 is due to

the stitching of two PIV windows. By the farthest downstream extent of the data shown, the major

axis has actually experiences a relative shrinkage when compared to the jet at the exit plane of the

nozzle.

The elliptic jet half width is shown in Fig. A.5b. Once again, the minor axis shows the highest

degree of spreading, with a final growth rate of 0.13, very similar to that of the rectangular jet. In

the major axis, the jet half width maintains a constant width unlike the polynomial fit assigned to

the rectangular jet. The cross over point, xc occurs at approximately 5.6Deq.
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Figure A.5: Jet half width in both axes for each jet plotted individually. a) rectangular
jet; b) elliptic jet; c) round jet

The round jet, shown in c, displays a relatively slow growth of half width until seemingly near

the end of the potential core. After this point, the half width grows with a rate of 0.11, slightly

less than that of the rectangular and elliptic jet in the minor axis.

A.4 Cross Stream Velocity Profiles

After noticing significant differences in the minor and major axes of the two asymmetric jets,

SPIV was performed to completely capture all velocity components (and their corresponding spatial

derivative values to observe streamwise vorticity) at select planes.

These results showing the streamwise velocity for each jet can be seen in Fig. A.6. Areas with

a value of streamwise velocity less than 0.1Uj to provide a clear view of each jet cross section in

the isometric view. Immediately, the striking cross sectional deformation in the two asymmetric is
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noticed.

The rectangular jet at Mj = 1.29 can be seen in Fig. A.6a. At the first cross plane, the jet

cross sectional profile shares the same shame shape as the nozzle exit. However, by the second cross

plane, definitive cross sectional deformation can be noted. The jet begins to spread in the minor

axis direction about the central plane of the jet. By this location, deformation of the jet core into

a three dimensional problem can be observed and is clearly seen by the x/Deq = 3 plane. Here,

three distinct regions of high velocity can be seen along the horizontal axis of the jet. This was also

observed in Fig. A.1b, and clearly pointed out by the 95% contour level. Also, at this third plane,

a dramatic increase in jet spread in the y direction is noticed. This strongly hints towards the

presence of strong streamwise vortex structures and will be investigated further in another section.

By the x/Deq = 5 plane, the jet has spread even more in the y direction, as expected from Figs.

A.4 and A.5, and only one region of high velocity remains as can be observed from Fig. A.1b. The

jet preferentially spreads in the y direction, and begins to become clipped by the PIV cameras’

field of view by x/Deq = 8.

The elliptic jet can be observed in Fig.A.6b and many similarity can be drawn between the

rectangular jet and this one. Minor nozzle imperfections manifest themselves are irregularities

around the jet perimeter and due to the screech feedback loop of this case, they are amplified and

lead to the random undulations seen in the x/Deq = 1 plane. The most striking similarity between

the elliptic and rectangualr jets is the diamond profile shape at x/Deq = 5 and 8, although less

defined and more rounded than the rectangular jet.

The round jet, shown in Fig. A.6c, exhibits no strange cross sectional profile development. The

jet remains circular until the x/Deq = 8, where minor perturbations could have caused the jet to

develop into a oblong profile. The centerline velocity at x/Deq = 5 is actually higher than the

velocity seen in planes 2 and 3. This is due to the fact that cross planes 2 and 3 were taken at

normal shock locations, and can be confirmed by looking back at Fig. A.1e.

A.4.1 Voritcity distribution

To better understand how the cross sectional profile develops, streamwise vorticity, ωxDeq/Uj ,

is calculated and plotted on the contour plots of Fig. A.7.

Starting with the rectangular jet, shown in Fig. A.7a, some interesting vortex interactions can

be seen. At the first cross plane, very little vorticity is observable, except in the corner regions,

where small pockets of vorticity are present. By the next cross plane, x/Deq = 2, very strong and
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Figure A.6: Streamwise velocity component, ū/Uj , for M = 0.9. From top to bottom - a)
rectangular, b) elliptic, c) round jet
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organized streamwise vortex structures are noted. This cross plane is taken directly after the end

of the third shock cell. This location has been shown to be the location of screech tone generation

and large flapping of the jet (Alkislar et al., 2003; Poldervaart et al., 1968). It is interesting that

the classical source of the screech tone, is the first location in which strong dynamics in streamwise

vorticity is seen. This suggests that the production of the screech tone is intimately tied to the

reorientation of azimuthal (spanwise) vorticity into the streamwise sense. At the next cross plane,

x/Deq = 3, the strong vortex pairs begin to show an inward (towards the central plane of the jet)

and a simultaneous spread of the jet in the ±y direction. In plane velocity vectors have been overlaid

on the contour plot to show the strong spreading the jet experiences in the vertical direction. The

vortex pairs at this plane are oriented such that fluid is ejected from the jet core in the minor axis

direction, and induced into the jet core perpendicular to the minor axis. This vortex interaction

corroborates the observations made in the shear layer growth in the major axis as seen from Fig.

A.4. By the subsequent cross plane, the vortices are observed to move through induced velocities

upon one another, and serve to further spread the jet vertically. By the final cross plane, a similar

yet more diffuse vortex structure is seen.

The streamwise vorticity for the elliptic jet at Mj = 1.29 is shown in Fig. A.7b. At the first

cross plane, the highest vorticity is seen in the regions of highest azimuthal curvature of the jet.

Moving to the second cross plane, the vorticity appears to have increased, yet is still oriented in

the edges of the jet. In the third cross plane, the streamwise vortex structures have become very

organized and prominent. This plane is taken just beyond the third shock cell, as seen from Fig.

A.1c and d. This plane’s vortex signature is very similar to the x/Deq = 2 plane of the rectangular

jet seen in (a) (also just past the third shock cell). The x/Deq = 5 plane is similar to the third plane

of the rectangular jet. The vortices are causing the jet to spread in the vertical direction. At the

final cross plane, some coherent vortices can still be seen, but their strength has been significantly

decreased through viscous dissipation.

The round jet, Fig. A.7c, shows a fundamentally different behavior in regards to the vortex

distribution. Although regions of somewhat elevated vorticity can be noted around the periphery

of the jet, the drastic amplification is not observed at all in this case. Even when this jet is operated

at the same conditions as the others, the intense redistribution energy causing strong streamwise

vortices is not observed.

Streamwise vorticity from different sources manifest themselves in different regions of the shear

layer. Alkislar et al. (2007) determined that streamwise vortices from micro-jet actuators manifest
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Figure A.7: Streamwise vorticity component, ωxDeq/Uj , for M = 1.29. From top to
bottom - a) rectangular, b) elliptic, c) round jet
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themselves closer the high speed side of the shear layer. However, streamwise vortices produced

from chevrons, stay on the low speed side of the shear layer. The differences observed from the

two different sources may be tied to the fact that micro-jet based structures are injected and have

a more penetrating effect. However, the streamwise structures from the chevron case produced

much stronger vorticity values. Figure A.8 shows the non-dimensional streamwise vorticty (same

as above in Fig. A.7) cross planes x/Deq = 2, 3, and 5 for each nozzle. Contour lines marking the

90%, 50%, and 10% of Uj are also included to denote the high speed, half width, and low speed

side of the shear layer. Through observation of Fig. A.8a, after the rectangular jet has undergone

excitation, we see that the strong streamwise vortices are straddled about the 0.5Uj contour. This

trend continues at the next cross plane, x/Deq = 3. The three dimensional nature of the jet core is

seen in the 90% contour as was noted in Fig. A.1b. By the next cross plane, x/Deq = 5, the 90%

contour has disappeared, and the vortices located on the high speed side of the shear layer have

been almost completely dissipated. The structures on the low speed side are still quite prominent.

This suggests that that the streamwise structures are similar to ones produced by chevrons past

the collapse of the potential core.

The elliptic jet, as shown in Fig. A.8b, shows a similar behavior to the rectangular jet. At the

first cross plane shown, x/Deq = 2, the small pockets of streamwise vorticity are concentrated just

outside of the 50% contour. By the next observed plane, the structure has fundamentally changed;

with counter rotating vortex pairs oriented about the half width line. By x/Deq = 8 the 90%

contour is no longer visible, and the high speed side voritces being to lose strength. The low speed

side vortices continue to spread the jet in the vertical direction.

The round jet, Fig. A.8c, shows no vortex amplification, with what little vorticity there is

oriented about the 50% contour line throughout the range of observation.

In order to elucidate the streamwise vortex amplification present in the asymetric jet cases, a

double integral of the absolute value of ωx was performed for each cross plane, and is shown in

Fig. A.9. This result was subsequently non-dimensionalized by Deq, Ae, and Uj . Between cross

planes x/Deq = 1 and 2, the rectangular jet exhibits a huge increase in this integrated value, and is

attributed to the redistribution of vorticity by the production of the screech tone after the end of

the third shock cell. For the elliptic jet between x/Deq = 1 and 2, only a minor increase is seen. A

much more rapid increase is noted for this jet between x/Deq = 2 and 3; locations that straddle the

third shock cell. The round jet displays slow and gradual growth for all downstream cross planes.
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Figure A.8: Detailed view of streamwise vorticity component, ωxDeq/Uj , for M = 1.29
with 0.1Uj , 0.5Uj , and 0.9Uj contour lines overlaid. From top to bottom - a) rectangular,
b) elliptic, c) round jet
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Figure A.9: Double integral of the absolute value of streamwise vorticity non-
dimensionalized by the equivalent diameter, Deq, fully expanded jet velocity, Uj , and
nozzle exit area, Ae for each cross plane.

A.5 Turbulent Quantities

A.5.1 Transverse RMS Velocity

The root mean square velocity is a measure of the amount of velocity fluctuations experienced

by the jet. In Fig. A.10, the rms velocities in both transverse directions along the central axis is

shown for each jet. The vrms and wrms velocities are non-dimensionalized by the fully expanded

jet velocity, Uj . Figure A.10a shows the vertical fluctuating velocity component for each jet. The

rectangular jet shows the highest and most upstream peak. After it reaches about 16% of Uj

the fluctuations along the centerline quickly die down, and asymptote to about 7%. The elliptic

jet peaks farther downstream at about 14%. The roll off of this jet is much less severe than the

rectangular jet. The round jet shows a gradual increase and reaches a maximum around 8.5Deq.

Undulation of in vrms/Uj are seen in each jet and are attributed to the end of the shock cells. The

highest peak for the rectangular jet occurs just past the end of the third shock cell. For the elliptic

jet, the peaks after the fourth and fifth shock cell are nominally equal.

Transverse velocity fluctuations in the major axis direction along the centerline are shown in

Fig. A.10b. The plot for the round jet is the same as in a because there is no major and minor

axis. The behavior of both of the asymmetric nozzles is very similar to the round nozzle. However,

it is interesting to note that no undulations due to the shock cells are seen in the rectangular and
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elliptic jet.

Figures A.10c and d show both transverse directions of each nozzle plotted on top of one-

another. Sub figure c shows the rectangular jet, and d shows the elliptic jet. For each of these

cases, there exists a cross over of these lines. The location downstream that is occurs is tied to

the location of axis switching. The rectangular jet shows a cross over of vrms and wrms at around

5.6Deq, while the elliptic jets show a crossing at about 8Deq.
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Figure A.10: Transverse fluctuating velocity components vrms/Uj and wrms/Uj along the
jet centerline for each nozzle at M = 0.9 versus streamwise distance.

A.5.2 Turbulent Kinetic Energy

Turbulent kinetic energy (u′2+v′2+w′2) was extracted along the centerline and is shown in Fig.

A.11. The ‘′’, components represent the rms velocity in the standard axial directions. In subfigure

a, TKE/U2

j extracted from the minor axis planar PIV along the jet’s centerline. The rectangular
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jet, shows local maximums and minimums as the flow traverses normal shock along the jet core. A

peak very near the x/Deq = 2 plane. After the global peak, and one more local maximum, the value

falls off rapidly followed by a gradual increase. The elliptic jet does not show a distinct peak like

the rectangular jet did. Modulations are still observed as the flow traverses shock locations. By the

extent of the data set, the elliptic jet has practically attained the same value as the rectangular jet.

The round jet exhibits slow gradual growth with downstream distance, eventually almost reaching

a value of 0.030.
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Figure A.11: Turbulent kinetic energy extracted along the jet centerline, non-
dimensionalized by U2

j .

A.6 Far Field Acoustics

A.6.1 Overall Sound Pressure Level

The spectra from each of the microphones was integrated to calculate the overall sound pressure

level for each nozzle and axis orientation. The results of this are presented in polar plots in Fig.

A.12. Screeching jets are well known to show a dominate noise production in the 90◦−100◦ direction

and is shown here as well. Interestingly, while the minor axes of the rectangular and elliptic jets

follow the shape of the OASPL curve very well, the dominate noise producing direction for the

major axes is 140◦ − 150◦. Clearly, from this observation, the screech tone does not propagate in

the major axis direction, suggesting the screech tone from asymmetric jets exists as a cylindrical

wave, and is clearly not omni-directional.
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a) b)

Figure A.12: Overall sound pressure level for all jets and axial orientations from each
of the nine polar angle microphones. a) rectangular compared to round jet, b) elliptic
compared to round. Microphones are placed at 100 Deq.
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